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INTRODUCT ION

This report is based on Caterpillar's "Equipment Investment Analysis I11"

(EIA 1II)program as a guide for further study of heavy equipment. The

program was developed by John Gruebele, Fred Grafton, Bob Johnson, and

Alex Forbes, of Caterpillar Tractor Company. References to "Equipment

Investment Analysis III", or its abbreviated form, are taken directly from

the program that is copyrighted by Caterpillar. The format presented in the

Macintosh version of EIA Il was copied from Caterpillar's program

documentation and credit for it belongs to the developers.

The objective of Caterpillar in its development of EIA III is to assist

their dealership network and prospective equipment purchasers in

determining the best choice of equipment based on least total cost.

EIA III documentation claimed to be a "simple financial model that will

provide:

* The after tax owning costs of two alternate machines.

* Operating costs per hour and total for the ownership period.

* Production potential.

* Net profit potential.

* Costs per hour before and after tax.

* Costs per unit of production before and after tax.

* Total discounted cash flows-"

This is a study of the EIA III program output and associated

documentation that Caterpillar is providing to their dealership network To

determine the rationale of Caterpillar's approach, to determine if

Caterpillar provides the above items to their dealers, and to determine

iv
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needed areas of improvement are the main objectives. Furthermore, to

develop a similar computer model for the Apple Macintosh may prove useful

in determining which variables of equipment investment are more sensitive

to change. The EIA III program is written for IBM and compatible machines

only, thus the program included in this report is based upon my

investigation of the parameters and results of a test run of the LOTUS

driven version.

The input values used in the Macintosh program were obtained from the

Caterpillar EIA III documentation and do not reflect any information

obtained by research of actual equipment historical records. The values

were used so that the Macintosh EXCEL output results could be compared to

those from the IBM LOTUS program in an effort to determine the

correctness of program logic.
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CHAPTER ONE

EVALUATION OF CATERPI LLAR'S METHOD :

1. 1 Overview

EIA III program documentation states that three different types of

analysis may be performed with EIA III: "revenue potential, production

potential (non-revenue), and discounted cash flow." The program uses four

input screens after the analysis type has been selected. These input -

screens are "background, ownership, variable, and discounted cash flow." Z
-S

The background, ownership, and variable screens are 'required' with the
'discounted cash flow' optional.

Caterpillar's EIA III documentation is 90 pages in length; the first 25

pages are primarily instructions on IBM operations. Pages 26-47 describe

the input of data into spreadsheets through command macros and

customized menus. Pages 48-58 depict charts and graphs that may be used

for presentations. Pages 59-73 are example outputs of the program's

comparative analysis of two machines: a Caterpillar D9L and a Komatsu

D375A-1. Pages 74-91 contain sample graphical representations of

ownership and operating costs, example customer input sheets, and a

glossary of terms. .41
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1.2 EIA I II Screens

This section states and briefly defines the input items that are

utilized for the EIA III program. More in-depth descriptions of line items

and terms used in the equipment analysis program are provided in the

glossary starting at page 32 and the program formula listing starting at

page A-5.

1.2.1 Background Data

The first input screen, entitled "Background Data," uses the following

information. A brief description of each input item is provided.

* Prepared for: the name of the organization for which the

analysis is being performed.

* Prepared by: the name of the individual performing the

analysis.

* Equipment manufacturer: the name of the company that

manufactures the equipment being analyzed.

* Equipment model the model of the equipment being analyzed.
* Income tax rate: the percentage of income that a potential

Caterpillar customer pays in income tax after tax deductable expenses

* Investment tax credit %: the percentage of the equipment

purchase price which is allowed as a direct reduction in taxes owed during

2



the first year of ownership

9 Investment tax credit factor the percentage of the investment

tax credit which is deducted from the selling price of the equipment when

calculating the equipment's net capital cost for tax depreciation purposes.

9 Resale tax rate: the percentage assessed against capital gains

upon equipment resale.

* Insurance and local tax %: the percentage applied to the

average equipment value over the ownership period which provides an

estimate of the (insurance + local tax) expense.

9 Resale inflation adjusted rate: the average inflation rate,

expressed as a percentage, over the previous number of years (=expected

ownership years).

9 Revenue per unit of production: the amount of income per unit

of equipment production defined as $/hour or $/unit quantity.

* Unit of production: the measurement unit used for production

(cubic yards, meters, tons, etc.)

Except for the "equipment manufacturer", "equipment model", and

"investment tax credit %", all "Background Data" input items are assumed to

be the same for both machines.

1.2.2 Ownership Data

The second input screen, entitled "Ownership Data" uses the following

3
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information.

* Ownership Period (years): the number of years the buyer
intends to keep the equipment before selling or trading it.

% Depreciation in Period: the total percentage of the

equipment's net capital cost that the buyer can use as a tax write-off.

• Selling Price: the total delivered price which includes
-5

attachments, optional equipment, duty, freight, sales taxes, etc.

* Down Payment %: the percentage of the selling price in cash

payment, if any, that the buyer pays to the seller prior taking ownership of

the equipment.

* Trade-in Allowance: the value of a machine allowed toward the

purchase of the new equipment.

.J* Book Value of Trade: the book value of equipment traded in for

the new equipment.

- • Finance Period: the time period in months that the consumer
will finance the equipment.

" Simple Interest Rate %: the borrowing rate of financing the

equipment.

9 Resale Value-% of Sell: the percentage of the original .

0 equipment purchase price which when sold equals the resale price.

-Inflation Adjusted: the average inflation rate over the

previous number of years (=expected ownership years).

* Annual Scheduled Hours: the total number of hours that the

4
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buyer plans on operating the machine per year taking into account job

efficiency and the ability of his operators.

* Availability %: the percentage of the total scheduled

equipment operating hours which the equipment is expected to be in

service.

. Hourly Production: the estimated production in unit quantity

per hour.

* Fuel cost per unit: the amount of expense per fuel unit.

* Fuel unit: the fuel measurement unit.

9 Operator salary: the total equipment operator's wages per

hour, including insurance, wages, taxes, social security, housing, etc

• Fuel consumed per hour: the quantity of fuel used per hour of

equipment operation.

* Oils, filters, and grease: the cost per hour attributed to

routine servicing of the equipment with oil, filters, grease, etc.

* Estimated tire life: the average tire life in hours.

e Tire replacement cost: the cost of a replacement set of tires

1.2.3 Operating Cost Data

The third input screen, entitled "Operating Cost Data" uses the

following information-

5
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4 Undercarriage:

"1" factor: the undercarriage expense factor for structural

impac4 such as, bending, chipping, cracking, spalling, roll-over, etc.

"A" factor: the undercarriage expense factor for track
abrasion

"Z" factor: the undercarriage expense factor for the

combined effect on component life in the areas of environment, terrain,

operation, and maintenance.

Basic u/c factor: the undercarriage expense per hour under

ideal operating conditions.

e Repairs: Extended Life Multiplier: the factor applied to the--"-

basic repair factor for estimated hours of use in excess of 10,000 per year.

Basic Repair Factor: the average repair cost per hour

over the initial 10,000 hours of use.

o Special Items: the estimated hourly cost of items not

o* considered up to this point.

o Optional total cost per hour: the estimated total "operating"

cost per hour for the equipment.

1.2.4 Discounted Cash Flow Data

The fourth Input screen, entitled "Discounted Cash Flow Data" uses the I
following Information:

6..iI



* Debt % of assets: the debt to equity ratio of the prospective

buyer's company.

9 Cost of debt %: the simple interest rate at which the buyer's

company borrows money for purposes other than the purchase of this

equipment.

9 Return on equity %: the desired rate of return on the

customer's equity over the life of the machine.

o Availability:

(First year): the percentage of the total scheduled equipment

operating hours which the equipment is expected to be in service for the

first year.

(Last year): the percentage of the total scheduled equipment

operating hours which the equipment is expected to be in service for the

last year.

e Estimated inflation %: the estimated future inflation rate

e Depreciation %:

(Year 0): the first year depreciation percent,
(Year 2): the second year depreciation percent.

(Year 3): the third year depreciation percent.

(Year 4): the fourth year depreciation percent.

(Year 4). the fifth year depreciation percent.

(Year 6): the sixth year depreciation percent

(Year 7): the seventh year depreciation percent

7
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The four input screens comprise the EIA III user's input requirements

with the program. Once the data is entered, the LOTUS program generates a

variety of reports and charts. These IBM printouts are similar to the output

created by the Macintosh version of the EIA III program that is shown at

page A- 19.

1.3 On-Line Notes

The following is a list of notes taken during an example run of EIA I I I

on June 26, 1987 with an IBM XT personal computer equipped with one

floppy-disk drive, one hard-disk drive, and an RGB monitor.

1. The program would not allow an input of the model number if a

number was the first digit. When a leading number for input was

attempted, exiting and returning to the worksheet was required.

2. When attempting to get into the "operating costs" worksheet,

one must select "variable" under the menu item. No obvious reference to

small procedures such as this were readily available to assist the user

during data input.

3. The input sheet for "ownership" line items do not match the

LOTUS template sheets causing confusion immediately upon starting to

enter data. Replicating the on-screen worksheets in the input sheets

seems more rational and would assist

4 The model and manufacturer blanks were required to be input

8



on each worksheet, a simple solution to this would be to tie all

worksheets to previous ones that have requirements for duplicated data.

5. When exiting the LOTUS template from the macro-driven

program, one can easily end up directly in the master template. For the

inexperienced IBM and LOTUS user, this 'nature' can cause some frustration.

6. The "help" items are not alphabetized.

7. In the final screen, "Discounted Cash Flow" cell contents, such

as "N/A" or "ERR", may appear depending on whether "cost of debt" or

"return on investment" line items are both or singularly input. Precisely

what the program author had in mind here is not clear; however, a Boolean

- statement in each cell addressing the other cell to determine if an entry

has been made would resolve the problem of error codes. An on-screen note

to warn the program user of incorrect inputs would seem to be the most

,I easily adapted procedure for this LOTUS template since the program is

macro driven. Neither of these types of "user friendly" concepts are
employed in the ElA III program probably due more to the operating system

than to the authors' credit.

Furthermore, even if one has the correct input line items entered,

error codes are still present if the number of iterations, required to get an I
unknown accuracy, is in excess of twenty. No reference is made to the

amount of change that is acceptable between iterations. A means of

entering the amount of change that is acceptable between iterations is

required if one is to complete the analysis on the LOTUS templates in an

9- °
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effective manner. in the Macintosh software used, EXCEL by Microsoft, the

setting of the maximum number of iterations is available to the program

user and no iterations for the discounted cash flow analysis are needed.

To be fair, a certain amount of bias exists toward a different

operating system.

1.4 Input/Outout

-.j This section deals with the program input and output variables and

:j! problems. Since the Macintosh version of EIA Ill replicates the IBM version

> to a great degree, reference to either may be made. Relatively small and

insignificant differences do exist between the programs such as: the

Macintosh version is not macro-driven but keyboard entries are made

directly onto the initial four input worksheets, the underlined items are

the line items that can be entered, and information is entered once and

transferred throughout the rest of the worksheet where needed.

1.4.1 Program Input Worksheets

The first input worksheet encountered is entitled "Background Data."

The two items "revenue per unit of production" and "production measured
in" seem better suited by definition to the "Operating Cost Data" worksheet.

The remainder of the items should be among those in the "Ownership Data"

10
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worksheet and no reasonable explanation is of ferred as to why a 1
"Background Data" block exists.

The second input worksheet is entitled "Ownership Data". Again, this

block consists of line items that are by definition "Operating Cost Data" I
line items such as: hourly production, fuel, operator, expendables, and

tires. The remainder of the items are logically ownership items.

The third input block is entitled "Operating Cost Data" and is

satisfactory.

The fourth input block is entitled "Discounted Cash Flow Data" and

contains similar line items as those in the "Background Data", "Ownership

Data", and "Operating Cost Data" blocks. The first three items, "Debt % of

Assets", "Cost of Debt %", and "Return on Equity %" are by definition more

suited for the "Ownership Data" block, "Availability %" is directly related

to "Operating Cost Data" and "Estimated inflation %" and "Depreciation %"

seem to be more suited for "Ownership Cost Data."
As mentioned before, the input sheets contained in the Caterpillar EIA I

III program documentation do not correspond directly with the on-screen

input worksheets. Because of this problem combined with the illogic of the

four titled worksheets, it will be recommended to Caterpillar Company, by

receipt of this package, that they reduce their input sheets to "Ownership

Data" and "Operating Data."

%'I
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1.4.2 Program Problems

While studying the input line items in Caterpillar's documentation, one I
realizes several problems are working against the program user, or

dealership, in the field.

* Problem number one is format. After one understands that no

logical reason exists for dividing the input worksheets into four categories

and that a variety of mixed categories exist in three of the four input

worksheets, one finds that the program desktop contains many computed

3 percentages and line item costs per unit that clutter the screen and detract
, ~from a professional presentation to a potential customer. The 'clutter' ".-

takes approximately one-half of each screen space and provides no benefit

on the actual input screen. A more effective approach would be to extract a

the input information into the worksheets where the summaries are

performed. The Macintosh version does not duplicate any non-essential

formatting of the LOTUS templates. A concentrated effort was made,

however, to make the Macintosh version 'appear' as closely to the IBM

version as possible primarily so students using both computers feel

comfortable transitioning from one system to another, a

* Problem number two is definition combined with format While

working through the EIA III documentation, one encounters definitions with

the example input screens. Some of these definitions are not contained in

12 v~ v'- ~. ~ 2*~ ~ -§ ".r --' -
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the glossary, some of the definitions that are in the glossary are repeated

word for word with no amplification, and some of the definitions are

incomplete with specific direction to proceed to the "help option" inside

the program if more information is needed. While reE . noi the EIA II I

documentation for a better understanding of the investment assumptions

that Caterpillar is making, it becomes apparent that assumptions are not

expressed as such. For example, the "inflation adjusted resale value %o" isI
computed, the only computation on the input worksheets, without reference

to how the line item is calculated. This happens to be one of the more

critical items in the program and no specific reference to its formula i s

3 made. Additional problems with the format occur in the 'Operating Cost"

worksheet of the IBM based program. Many items are able to be left blank,

even if the line item is set equal to one. Since it is fairly standard

practice to consider blank cells as zeros, the program can be particularily

conf using to the unskilled spreadsheet user Extracting tables and charts

from the Caterpillar Performance Handbook referred to as CPH hereafter,

would create a better understanding of factors, such as "extended life

. 1

multipliers" that are numerically equal to one, if the scheduled equipment

use is less than 1 0,000 hours per year.

*Problem number three is referencing. The [IA III

documentation references the CPH for an explanation of many items used in

the program, such as the "undercarriage cost' factors. While it is

understood that this program is provided primarily to Caterpillar dealers,

13
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it remains in the document's best interests for at least cursory definitions

to be provided for all terms.
* Problem number four is separation. A special worksheet is

made for "Discounted Cash Flow." Consideration of the time value of money

is an integral part of any investment analysis and should not be an 'option'.

For example, the financing interest expense paid over the life of the

equipment has little meaning if the time value (or devalue) of money is not

considered. The initial worksheets should tie in cash flow concepts with

inflation values and expenditures for production, repair, etc. as those items

of cost occur.

* Problem number five is redundancy. The EIA III program:3
repeats previously entered information at the front of its output

worksheets. One section, entitled "Operating Expense and Production

Summary", repeated three quarters of its information already presented.

- Problem number six is priority. Over 35 pages included in the

91 page "Equipment Investment Analysis" package have nothing to do with

equipment investment analysis. The 35 pages are literally dedicated to

individuals who do not know how to turn the computer on. While major

items such as 'how a different depreciation schedule might change the

results' are omitted from the documentation, many pages are dedicated to

images of IBM type computers with simple directions of how to operate the

machine. It should be assumed that If someone is to utilize the IBM

14
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A.

machine and LOTUS templates, that individual should be familiar with

computers at the most basic level.

1.5 Program Assumptions

The objectives of this Master's Project, as written in the introduction,

are to determine the rationale of Caterpillar's approach, to determine if

Caterpillar provides the stated items to their dealers, and to determine

needed areas of improvement, if any.

The rationale of Caterpillar's approach to equipment investment may

be effectively discussed by studying the assumptions, limitations, and

capabilities of the program.

Assumptions were made concerning the income tax rate input as a

single percentage since the variable was used for the entire program with

no provision for its change over the course of the investment. The

* . capability for the interest rate to be projected with a gradient may provide

a better depiction of a growing business' income tax rate. The program

further allows separate ownership years but does not allow separate

average income tax rates' to be input for both machines Even though the

company analyzing the purchase may be the same, the average income tax

rate over different ownership periods may be different. Since this tax rate

* is dependent upon the anticipated income over the ownership period, one

approach to the problem might be to input the expected earnings and

15
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deductions over the ownership period and thus have the income tax rate

determined for each year Anticipation of tax law would play a part here.

- A most interesting computed line item is the "inflation adjusted rate

%" The program determines an actual resale percent through 'discounting'

the estimated "resale value-% of sell" by the estimated average prior

inflation rate. The result is that the actual resale percent, used for the

-Nd determination of the equipment's future resale value, will be lower than

the estimated resale percent that would otherwise be used, In addition to

this, the future value-to-present value of the equipment is further

discounted with the use of the "estimated inflation percent" in the

"discounted cash flow" block.

In the computation of the operating costs and production income, the

availability of the equipment is estimated at an average percent for the

duration of the ownership period. In the discounted cash flow worksheet,
the availability is determined through the use of the straight-line method

from the first-to -last year's input availability. Part of the problem with

the entire first section of the EIA program is that the time value of money

is not considered in the development of the production cost and revenue

worksheets. The production costs per hour and costs per unit quantity are

average equipment costs over the service life when these actual costs will

.-, be different for each year of the ownership period.

The operator salary is assumed to be the same for the two machines

being analyzed This may not be the case in those circumstances where the

16 4
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machine's sophistication varies or where the physical size varies. The

additional experience required to operate one machine may be a selling

point for another machine that is simpler to operate and thus less costly

The program makes the assumption that either the "cost of capital" or

the "return on investment" may be utilized for the discounting of the cash

flows back to present value. While the option of choosing between the

computed "cost of capital" value and the input "return on investment" value

is available, the assumption is made in the EIA documentation that the user

understands the difference and that he can apply it. In the Macintosh

version, the capability to enter an 'opportunity rate' or minimum attractive

rate of return (MARR), was not provided. The "tax cost of capital" was the

only discounting variable included.

The depreciation percentages are manually entered with no provision

for entering the type of depreciation schedule. If the depreciation life

were extended beyond seven years, the program would be unable to compute

the total present value of the machine. Provisions to select one of many

depreciation types should be available with the percentages automatically

computed. The option should remain, however, to input depreciation

values.

When I talked with the program author, I questioned why the first year

cash flow worksheet failed to incorporate an ownership period of less than

two years. Mr. Johnson stated that most people own equipment for two or

more years In my opinion, this limits the program's capability since if the

17
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ideal life cycle is determined to be less than two years, either a different

program or an adjustment to this program would be required.

Besides the assumptions discussed above, other limitations exist. The

program is only meant for the IBM since it is a LOTUS template. As far as I

have been able to determine, the program is not available for the Apple

Macintosh. This could be a drawback for office networks using

other-than-IBM operating systems.

The EIA program lacks gradients. The ability to input gradients for

resale percent, production rates, downtime, maintenance, repair, and fuel

consumption would be a benefit.

No means of evaluating equipment based on miles driven, vice hours 0
operated, is available. It can be assumed that Caterpillar intended that

this program be used for the analysis of equipment that operate on an

hourly basis for maintenance scheduling. To be a widely applicable

equipment investment program, the user should be able to analyze

equipment based on many different parameters for many types of

equipment. For example, how would one use this program if miles, instead

of hours, were the measurement of use?

The format for the presentation of discounted cash flow is spread over

several pages and should be condensed to a matrix. No benefit is apparent

in presenting each discounted cash flow year on a separate page.

The unit costs do not take into account the factors involving the

time-value of money. They are based on all the related input factors except

18



the cost of capital, yearly availability, future inflation, and potentially

varying depreciation percentages per year In my opinion, the total cost per

hour should reflect the devaluation of the costs in the year in which the

costs occur An equal basis for comparison of two or more machines would

then be capable of being performed

1.6 Estimating Owning and Operating Costs
.2

Equipment owners generally utilize equipment for the performance of

tasks for profit It is because of this profit incentive that machine users

> desire to achieve the optimum performance out of a machine. If optimum

performance is thought of as the desired production at the lowest possible

cost, then the decision of which machine to choose for a particular job

becomes one of economics.

To decide which equipment is best suited, a rational and objective

approach is needed in the evaluation of costs attributable to equipment use.

A variety of options are available to the potential user; the following are

among those that may be considered.

1. purchase

2 rent as needed

3 lease with option to purchase

4 contract out the requirement

The approach that Caterpillar has taken with their equipment
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investment program is aimed primarily at the cash payment or financing of

the equipment purchase. It is for this option that the EIA program provides

its results and it is this option on which this report is based.

A rational method of evaluating investment costs for equipment

involves the use of productivity values. Prior to any lengthy discussion on

the generation of hourly costs, one should consider the following to name a

few: the source of field data, how that data was obtained, if that data
.2

applies to a particular case under evaluation, if the data values are

constants or variables, and if the data contain reference to intangible

costs. Each of these considerations, if not applied appropriately, could

induce error into the analysis. The glossary of this report explains what

many of the variables mean and how they can be utilized in obtaining a

more accurate estimate of hourly operating and ownership costs.

To be confident in the use of a program such as EIA, sufficient

emphasis on long-term and accurate historical data is required in the

following tangible areas at a minimum: the determination of allocable

overhead costs associated with the maintenance operation, the

determination of productivity values based on geographical location, type

of terrain, operator skill, mechanic experience, type of soil, length of

daylight, age of equipment, and the coordination of activities such that the

expected equipment availability may be optimized.

Sufficient business experience is required as a balance on the

equipment optimization team such that less easily defined areas or
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intangible items are considered. Some examples of these types of items,
that can greatly impact the ability to keep a contractor and thus his

machinery employed, are: visual appearance of equipment or 'perception' of

newness, visual appearance or perception of equipment maintenance

facilities, and responsiveness to contract durations or reputation to the

owner in the face of increased costs through overuse. By considering these

types of items and making decisions based on them, equipment costs can

increase through 'unnecessary' maintenance for the effect desired by
management.

An area that is perhaps the weakest among contractors and possibly
among the most important, is that of financial management. The

identification of optimum ownership periods, finance periods, investment

opportuni t ies, and m arket ing strateg ies i n an ef fort to m ax im ize cash flIow
are some of the areas that can have a great influence on equipment fleet

cost.

Production evaluation methods through accurate record-keeping,
consideration for intangible costs, and financial management strategy are

three areas that contribute to the actual cost of heavy equipment and they

are areas that require different experience in order that the 'investment i.
team' work effectively.

To graphically represent this concept, the following page shows a flow

diagram of variables into the EIA program o1

21
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1.6.1 Flow of Variables

0 Fleet Maintenance

* Resalerate * Availabilityrate* Fuel consumption
*SellIing price D Oil, f ilters, grease

* Trade-in allowance * Tire life
* Book value of trade * Extended life multiplier
* Resale % of sell * Basic repair factor

A Special items[] Accounting

• Income tax rate % [] Field Engineer
* Investment tax credit % * Scheduled hours
* Investment tax credit factor % * Hourly production
* Insurance & local tax %n * Undercarriage costs
* Resale inflation adjusted rate %E * Extended life multipliers
* %o Depreciation in period * Revenue per unit production
* Down payment
* Fuel cost
* Operator salary
* Tire cost

U Management
* Debt to Equity
* Cost of Debt _ Equipment
* Return on EquityW Investment
* Inflation Analysis

* Depreciation schedule Program
* Finance period
* Interest rate %,

U Expert Strategist M
* Marketing BS-I
* Intangibles
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CHAPTER TWO

CUSTOM PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

As part of this project, a computer program was written using EXCEL

software by Microsoft. The computer system used for developing the

program was an Apple Macintosh 512KE.

2.1 Macintosh Eguipment Investment Program

Located at Appendix A are three groups of printouts: Cell Name Listing
.13

3 at A. 1, Program Formula Listing at A.2, and Program Output at A.3. The cell

name listing reveals the defined names that are used in the program logic

statements. Beside the names are expressions " &2" or a blank. The

expression "1&2" indicates that the value for the cell name could be

different for equipment model 1 or model 2. The use of names in a

spreadsheet program can be more time-consuming but provides a more

clear understanding of the program logic when evaluating formulae.

Following the cell name listing is the program formula listing. This

document contains the formulae and logic statements for model one. Model

two's formulae are the same with the exception of the 1 or 2 that might be

required as discussed in the previous paragraph

Program output at A,3 is an example run of the entire program

including graphics This sample run includes the input values used by

23
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Caterpillar in their sales training package.

A second run of the IBM program was performed, with all input blanks

used, to ensure that the computational logic of the program was precisely

the same as the EIA III program. All intermediate and final values matched

the EIA III program to the hundredth place.

All blocks that are used for input are in the first two pages of the

program output and have an underline. When inputing values into the
Macintosh spreadsheet, only input cells are allowed to be changed. All

other cells are locked; the program is passworded.

2.2 Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis on all input variables was performed in an

effort to determine the ten most sensitive to change. Tabulations of the
results of the analysis are located at Appendix C Sensitivity Analysis

Results, specifically C. 1 Tabulations. The sensitivity analysis procedure

utilized Is listed below in the steps performed:

" Determine baseline values for all input variables,

" Determine the magnitude of all variables at 80 percent of the

baseline value,

* Determine the magnitude of all variables at 120 percent of the
-,2
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baseline value,

" Execute the program and record the results after each run,

" Determine the magnitude of the variation of each recorded

variable's value from the baseline value,

* Determine the percentage of the variation of each recorded

variable's value from the baseline value,

9 Determine and sort by high-to-low the total variation in

dollars from the baseline value,

* Determine and sort by high-to-low the percent average

variation from the baseline value, and

3 Scale the ten variables most sensitive to the overall change.

.3 The purpose of using a scale was to facilitate graphing the most

sensitive variables. The scale was defined relative to the tenth most

.PIP sensitive in which all more sensitive values were divided by the magnitude

of the tenth most sensitive value in each category evaluated. The

categories evaluated were:

* Total present value,

9 Average after-tax cost per hour, and

9 Average after-tax cost per unit quantity.

By referring to the final sensitivity analysis tabulation located at

page C-l 0, the following relationships are apparent:

9 For the total present value, the "revenue per unit of production"
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.1.

and the "hourly production" were the most sensitive to change and were

five times as critical, per percent of change, as the "return on equity

* For the average after-tax cost per hour, the "income tax rate

percent" was the most sensitive to change and was approximately ten

times as critical, per percent of change, as the "down payment" and

combined undercarriage factor ("Z" factor)

• For the average after-tax cost per unit quantity, the "hourly

production" was thirteen times as critical, per percent of change, as the

"avai lability"

Of interest is the observation that the only 'top ten' variable common

to each of the three categories evaluated was the "income tax rate" The

.- most important result from an analysis such as this is the importance of

teamwork in the business For example, referring to the last page of the

-I, sensitivity analysis tabulations, one sees that the "revenue per unit of

production" and the hourly production" are the two most significant

variables for the generation of profit. The "annual scheduled hours" and the

availability" are so close in criticality, that they can be grouped within

the four combined Effecting solid marketing strategy by knowing what the

competition's pricing is and what the highest price is, that the market will

withstand, is equally as important as achieving the most production out of

equipment in the field The "annual scheduled hours" and the "availability"

of the equipment, each directly tied to the fleet manager and the

mechanics, are as important as the first two mentioned Looking at the

26
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fifth overall most sensitive variable, in the top ten" present value table,

is the ownership period. As the ownership period increased, so did the

present value indicating that selling earlier than planned, under a selected

depreciation schedule, may be unwise It can be seen then, that the

determination of the optimum ownership period, or "optimum equipment

life" (Collier and Jacques), is critical to the generation of profit or to

obtaining maximum benefit from equipment

In addition to tabular form, the results of the sensitivity analysis are

presented in graphical form at Appendix C, C.2 Graphs. The graphs are

formatted such that the y-axis contains the ten most sensitive variables

for each category evaluated The order is from top (least sensitive to

bottom (most sensitive)
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CHAPTER THREE

PROGRAM USEFULNESS I
This section deals with the correspondence from and to the author of

the EIA program and with the dealers that utilize the program.

3.1 Correspondence

Located at Appendix B. .1, First Letter to EIA Author, is a letter to

Mr. R.A.L. Johnson. The initial letter, not included in this report, was sent

to him during the first week of June and stated questions regarding how

-2 some of the variables In the EIA III program were computed. A phone call

was received from a Caterpillar lawyer who indicated that a formal release

would need to be signed by me prior to further assistance by Caterpillar.

After assuring the lawyer that no commercial intentions were

involved and after stating that I did not have access to any program

formulae, the lawyer agreed that further legal involvement was

unnecessary.

Upon Mr. Johnson's receipt of the second letter at Appendix B. 1.2,

Second Letter to EIA Author, he contacted me at home on the evening of."

July 10, 1987. At page B-3, is a brief synopsis of the telephone

conversation in which discussions took place on how the "inflation", "cost
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of capital" variables, and others were computed.

Mr. Johnson responded to my request for names of dealerships with the

letter at page B-4 He listed the names of fourteen Caterpillar dealerships

that have been introduced to the investment program in the past.

3 2 Questionaire

A cover letter and questionaire were prepared and mailed to the

fourteen Caterpillar dealers, listed in Mr. Johnson's letter; the survey was

performed in an effort to determine the extent to which dealerships employ

computer techniques in evaluating equipment investment alternatives The

.2 results are contained below with the topics abbreviated for space

considerations, The questionaire, in its original format, is at page B-8 and

dealership responses start at page B-9

29
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3.2.1 Questionaire Results

Yes No Other Tooic

1. Discounted cash flow consideration

prior to:

6 6 A. Deciding to purchase?

I I I B. Assisting customer in purchase decision?

12 2. Computer utilization for analysis.

3. Type of model used.

: 12 A. EIA program?

3 5 4 B. Local program?

6 6 C. Other commercial program?

1 2 3 4 5 4. Computer equipment usefulness on a scale

d 0 2 5 5 0 of one to five: five equals most useful.

The questionaire results Indicate that computers are used at each

Caterpillar dealership that responded. Mr. Johnson provided an address for

fourteen: twelve answered the questionaire. It was known prior to sending

the questionaires, that these firms had been Introduced to the EIA program;

the questionaire results Indicate that the dealerships have not given up its

use for manual methods.
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Two firms responded with narrative comments indicating that, except

for large mining companies and other companies of similar size, the use of

EIA is limited due to two reasons. The first reason is that sales personnel

are not trained in discounted cash f low concepts or on IBM computer

operations and the second reason is that small business customers have

little, if any, knowledge of investment analysis techniques. One firm, from

Canada, indicated that companies using financial models generally "own 50

,'2

or more machines." This implies that firms with less than 50 machines do

not employ investment analysis models for financial strategy.

I found the even spread of responses to question IA interesting.

One-half of the dealerships stated that they do not perform discounted

cash flow analyses in their equipment decisions but yet ninety-two percent

stated that model concepts assist their customers in the purchase decision.

Thirty-eight percent, of those responding, indicated that locally

prepared computer programs are used. No dealerships that responded, use

any type of commercial program for equipment analysis.
E iFrom Mr. Johnsons conversation with me and from my conversations

with local contractors, it is apparent that construction contractors,

investing in large equipment, generally do not consider the time-value of

* money.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The seven items, listed in the introduction to this paper, are provided by

Caterpillar's EA I II program. The program definitely provides a rational

basis for comparison for two pieces of heavy construction equipment

through the use of the discounted cash flow analysis. While the comparison

of unit costs may be representative of the relative economy of the

equipment being compared, the values, other than the present value totals,

may be incorrectly relied upon for actual costs per hour (ownership and

operating) due to the fact that no discounting is used in the computation of

those costs per hour. This applies to the revenue and profit values also.

In a more general nature, Caterpillar's approach to analyzing equipment

j , investment alternatives is adequate for the purpose for which it was

intended: to be a training aid for sales personnel in the field. Rather than

mandate the use of discounted cash flow concepts, the program and

accompanying documentation affords the program user the opportunity to

perform a cost analysis with and without treatment for time devaluation of

money. For a truly comprehensive equipment investment package,

Caterpillar should consider using many of the items discussed, such as

gradients and the optimum life cycle method.
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GLOSSARY

Annual ooerating hours:

The [total number of expected (or scheduled) hours that the equipment is
planned for use on an annual basis] X [the availability of the equipment

during that period of time].

Annual scheduled hours:

The total number of expected hours that the equipment is planned for use on

an annual basis, assuming ideal conditions (EIA).

5.- Availability:

Usually expressed as a percentage of time that the equipment will be

available for production; this factor will normally decrease as the

equipment ages due to increasing repairs and associated downtime; may be

expressed as a gradient or straight-line; should be linked to the number of
hours of equipment operation instead of the number of years of ownership;

should be linked to a subjective evaluation of the maintenance program's

efficiency.

Basic repair factor

The repair cost per hour for equipment that includes repair costs except

the following: buckets, ground engaging tools, undercarriage, tires, chopper

blades, tamping feet assemblies, labor for daily and periodic maintenance,

supplies for periodic maintenance, fuel, oil, grease, service truck mileage

costs, servicemen's travel costs, machine transportation to and from shop,

technical analysis, scheduled oil samplings, operators, risk, Insurance,

inflation, and attachments, based upon the first 10,000 hours of service,
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67,

parts costs published by the U. S. Consumers List Prices, and labor at a

total of $40.00 per hour (EIA).

Book value of trade:

The estimated market value of the equipment off erred in trade for the new ii
purchase; may be used to offset the "trade-in allowance" in the calculation

of "capital cost" if allowed by tax rules.

Book value: 1
The estimated market value, for tax treatment purposes, of the equipment;

[the depreciable percent remaining in the equipment's depreciation life] X

[equipment's initial purchase price minus the difference in the trade-in

allowance and the book-value of the trade-in]; may or may not be

representative of the equipment's actual market value.

Caital cost:

*: = Selling Price -Trade-In Allow + Book Value Trade; can be thought of as the acquisition

cost of the equipment (EIA).

Cost of debt:

The "percent cost of debt" is the simple interest borrowing rate of the

equipment purchaser's organization; the "cost of debt" is defined by EIA as

Debt percent of Assets X Percent Cost of Debt X I - Income Tax Rate); used in the

computation of "Cost of Capital.

Debt % of assets:

The debt-to-equity ratio of the equipment purchaser's organization; an

important measure of the relative amount of equity held by owners of the

organization; on a company's balance sheet, - Tota Liabilities + Total Net Worth, the

maximum acceptable debt-to-equity ratio is two to one which means that

the creditors have twice as much invested in the company as do the owners;
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if this ratio is less than one, then the company has a strong equity position

but is hesitant to finance debts (Jackson and Gilliam pp. 53-54); entered N
into the program as a percent, =1oo x [Total Liabilities + Total Net Worth) + i[ Total

Liabilities + Total Net Worth]+ I.

Depreciations -

The amount of money that can be deducted from a company's gross taxable

income due to the equipment's book devaluation; - Net caital cost x Depreciation,

Two reasons exist for the use of depreciation: * 1. To provide equipment

owners with an approximate market value of the equipment over its

depreciation life and *2. To provide the maximum tax benefit; since the

two philosophies are quite different, companies may use a double

accounting system, one for tax purposes and one for management purposes

.3 (Collier and Ledbetter ch. 16); the type of depreciation method used in the
program sample run was a five-year accelerated cost recovery schedule
(ACRS); although the Internal Revenue Service provides guidance on the

allowable percentages for depreciation each year, the annual depreciation

may be normally found by calculation of two of the four existing methods:

straight-line and declining balance.

Discount factor:
The decimal number that when multiplied by the future value cash flow

equals the present value; I + I1 + Tax Cost of Capital]year n (EIA). z
Discounted cash flow:

A future cash flow that has been 'discounted' back to present value; Is

calculated with the company's "Tax Cost of Capital" or could have used the

company's percent rate of opportunity (MARR) by:

- Future Value * 1 + Tax Cost of Capital year n (El A).
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Down payment:.,,

The amount of advance payment, made to the seller, that is deducted from
I

the total equipment's total selling price.

The net worth of the equipment at a point in time; equals the equipment's

resale value minus all cash flows necessary to sell the equipment.

Estimated Inflation:

Expressed this way in the discounted cash flow worksheet of the ElA

program and is the estimated future average inflation rate projected over

the ownership period; the inflation percent is the rate of decline in the

purchase power of money; assuming that a piece of equipment n years ago

is the exact same physical machine today, the estimated average past

infl at ion rate is: = [Current Selling Price Past Selllamg Price 1  n years

Estimated tire life:

This is the average tire life, in hours, of a set of tires (EIA); "the proper

selection, application, and maintenance of tires continues to be one of the

most important factors in earthmoving economics"; factors that can have a

major impact on equipment productivity are climatic conditions, operator

skills, maintenance practices, load, terrain as related to speed limitations,

and terrain as related to tire quality or toughness (CPH p. 535).

Extended life multiplier:

A factor that is multipied by the basic repair factor to get the total repair

cost per operating hour; applied to the basic repair factor if the equipment

is expected to remain in production more than 10,000 hours during its

ownership period (CPH pp. 515-523); if used, it essentially provides an

'I
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average repair cost over the ownership period, with expectedly higher

costs earlier in the service life; should be applied as a gradient over time

so that more realistic costs per hour are achieved; should be tied to a data

base of historical records.

Finance period:

Defined in EIA program in years; for a better depiction of the affect of

change in the finance period, one should link a change in period with a

corresponding change in interest rate due to a lending institution's ability

to get the use of their money quicker than would otherwise be; with a

change in finance period, all other factors that may normally change, should

be changed concurrently in an effort to ascertain the corresponding change

in sensitivity.

Fuel consumed Der hour:

As in estimating costs of most variables, fuel consumption rate can be

determined in more than one way: historical field data and estimating

tables; when evaluating machine cost, ensure that the fuel consumption is

linked to all other variables such as cumulative hours of operation (not just

service life in years); a gradient might be used here if field data supports

it; operator skill, temperament, and attitude toward the machine can have

up to a twelve percent difference in consumption rate (CPH pp. 498-499);

can be good indicator to a fleet manager of the need for repair prior to

breakdown.

Fuel cost Rer unit volume:

In this analysis, Is the cost per measured unit which is normally gallons.

6round engaging tools:

This EIA program line item that accounts for equipment components that
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drag in the soil such as rippers, buckets, blades, and scarifiers; entered

into the program as a cost per hour; according to the assistant fleet

manager at the Alachua County Public Works Department, these components

are normally not covered under warranty; usually thses items are designed

for quick replacement due to anticipated rapid wear.

Income tax rate:

This line item is the federal income tax rate paid; can be the incremental

or average tax rate; if the incremental tax rate method is employed, the I
income tax rate becomes the highest rate applicable on the tax return

amount plus the original taxable income amount; if the average tax rate is

employed, the income tax rate becomes: = 100 x (Total Tax + Taxable Income)

(Collier and Ledbetter ch. 15).

Inflation:

I' The result of a decrease in earnings relative to an increase in the costs for

a product; the consumer price index provides listings of the market values

for normally purchased goods; the labor standards index provides listings

of changing labor wage rates over time and can be used for evaluating the

cost of inflation; see "estimated inflation".

Insurance and local tax:

As used in EIA, this is the amount of Insurance plus local tax expense

allocable to the equipment; this amount in dollars per hour can be found by:

[Average Insurance Expense/Year + Average Property Tax/Year] + Hours per Year; the
"insurance and local tax" may be computed by: -((Dellivered Price X (N + 1) + 2N) 4

(Hours per Year)) X (Insur% + PropTaxJ, where N=number of years (CPH p.498);
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-[SelIng Price,, (Own. Yrs +) + fEst.Resle" (Own.Yr5 -01 "(Ins, Tax X M) Own.Ye/0s.

(2 Own.Yrs)

Interest*

The cost of financing the equipment; interest is equal to the average
hourly equipment price X interest rate: = ([Delivered Price X (N + 1) + 2N] + (Hours per

Yer)) X [Interest XJ (CPH p. 497). the EIA program used an amortized interest

payment: - P(A/P.inXn) - P. where P=selling price, n=number of months of

financing, and i=simple interest rate; using the CPH 'average cost' method.

the interest rate equals approximately twice that calculated from a typical

bank loan; It is recommended that the lending institution's finance rate be

used or if the equipment is owner financed, use the company's opportunity
rate for investments; there are three types of interest rates: actual,

nominal, and effective; the actual interest rate is the rate at which

Interest is compounded at the end of the specified period, regardless of the
number of compounding periods in a year; the nominal interest rate is the

annual interest rate for which the yearly rate is linearly proportional to5,.

the rate If specified for less than a year: 1 %/month actual equals

12X/year nominal; the effective Interest rate is the annual rate including

the effect of compounding periods: 1%/month actual compounded monthly

equals ( + %)12m'nth - i ]= 12.68%/year effective (Collier and Ledbetter

ch.2).

Investment tax credit:
An amount that directly reduces the federal Income taxes owed In the first

year of equipment ownership; dependent upon tax law as to whether this is

an allowable item and to what extent if it is allowable; is an economic
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incentive to modernize equipment fleets by allowing contractors to save on

taxes if new machines are purchased (Collier and Ledbetter p. 3 15); the

"investment tax credit percent" is stipulated by tax law and is applied to

the "capital cost" in the year allowed- the "investment tax credit factor" is

a percent applied to the "investment tax credit' that directly reduces the

nhet capital cost" at the time of resale which in turn results in a smaller

depreciable investment (EIA), may or may not apply depending on the tax

l aw.

Minimum attractive rate of return:

The cutoff point for acceptability of an investment's rate of return;

"investment opportunities yielding less than the MARk' are considered not

worthwhile" (Collier and Ledbetter p. 199).

Mechanical availability:L

This term is used in the EIA documentation to dif ferentiate between the

S average availability, used in the non-discounted cash flow section, and the

straight-line decreasing availability, used in the discounted cash flow

section; the percentage of the scheduled operating hours during which the

machine is producing; according to EIA notes, the following should be

considered in the availability analysis: parts availability, ease of service,

field service, and durability.
Net calital cost
The total equipment cost that is used for the determination of

.

depreci at ion, - Selling Price - Trade-in Allowance +Book Value or Trade - [lnves~nent Tax Credit

X Investment Tax Credit Factor) (Ei I A).
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I Oils. filters, grease:

This hourly amount can be determined by maintenance records or by using

tables (CPH pp. 505-508).

ODerating cost:

The cost of equipment field operation that includes all expendable, parts,

operator, and repair costs, as seen in the program sample run, the

operating costs are over one-half of the total after-tax cost per hour.

Operator salary:

The equipment operator's total salary which includes wages, taxes, social

security, housing, and other fringe benefits.

ODtional total cost per hour:

The total operating cost per hour (EIA); if entered, will take priority over

all other associated line items involved in the computation of the hourly

operating cost.

Ownership cost:

Includes the line items of cost for equipment that would accrue even if idle

and ,,productive; for those items in which there is linked cost, such as

trade-in allowance tied to total hours of use, it is up to the evaluator as to

which category trade-in allowance belongs. I
Ownership Derlod:

The period of time, in years, that the machine is expected to be owned and
in service- this item is not necessarily the same as finance period- should-,

be determined by a computer evaluation of the 'optimum life cycle.'
Present values -

The value of any cash flow that has not experienced interest or inflation,

discounted future value, Future Value + (1 on, where n-number of periods and
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i-the discount interest rate.

Production measured in:

The unit of measurement for production it is important to ensure that the

"hourly production" units are the same as this line item.

Profit:

As a general definition, this is the amount of monetary gain remaining

after all costs, direct and indirect, are deducted from the investment

income (Guralnik p. 1135); equals the "net profit" in the EIA program.

Resale Inflation adjusted rate:

This is an inflation rate used to adjust the "resale percent of sell"; this

term, as named, is peculiar to EIA and its author as far as could be

determined; the average percent inflation rate over the previous number of

years equal to the expected number of future ownership years.

Resale tax rate:

The percent rate of taxation on capital gains; varies with tax law; in the

EIA program, if left blank, will use the "income tax rate" on the taxable

profit received at resale.

Resale value-$ of sell:

"The percentage of the original equipment purchase price which when sold

equals the resale price" (EIA); an example: if a machine demands $ 100,000

five years ago and sells for $30,000 today, then the "resale value-% of sell"

is thirty percent.

Resale value-inflation adjusted rate:

The resale percent used in the EIA computations; combines the "resale

inflation adjusted rate percent" and the "resale value-percent of sell";
-Resale Value X + (I + Averaer Past Inlation RaLe), where N="ownership years".
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Return on equity:

Same as return on investment; example: if the equipment owner has

$20,000 invested (equity) in the equipment at the present time and a 20%

return on equity" is desired, a net profit before taxes of $4000 would be

necessary;

Return on Equity- Net Profit Before Taxes Net Worth; recommended return on

investment of 20% to 40% before income taxes; if less than this rate of

return is realized, then the risk is considered not worthwhile (Jackson and

Gilliam p. 62 and ch. 4).

Revenue oer unit of production:

This is the market price received for the product; example: S/LCY, $/BCY.

SelliIng price:

-(selling price of the machine + sales taxes + transportation to the site - tire cost] since tires are

considered a wear item they should be omitted form the selling price (CPH),

there is a differing of opinion as to whether tires should be included in the

capital cost.

Simole Interest rate:

The finance rate from the lending institution; used In the computation of

interest payments; "interest usually paid to the lender as soon as it is

earned"; for a principal of $1000 and a "simple interest rate" of 10% per

year nominal, the interest income or expense per year would be $ 100

(Collier and Ledbetter p.7); the EIA program uses an amortized schedule

with the interest payments calculated by considering the decreasing

principal on a monthly basis.
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Special items:

These include all costs for high-wear items such as cutting edges, ripper

tips, bucket teeth, body liners, router bits, welding of booms and sticks,

ground engaging tools, and other similar items (CPH p. 524).

Tax cost of capital:1

In the EIA program, this item is calculated from the following formula:

-(Debt-to-{quity) X (Cost of Debt) X 0 -TaxRate+l - Debt-to-Equity) X (Return on Equity); thi S

formula exists in two parts: the cost of debt and the cost of equity; in the.1

EIA program, the capability to enter a rate of opportunity in the place of

calculating the "tax cost of capital" is provided but not in the Macintosh

version; it is the rate at which future cash flow values are 'discounted I
back to equivalent present values; the treatment of the time-value or

devalue of money was not included in CPH and it was published in October

of 1985; it is apparent that this concept is being slowly introduced to

construction contractors and equipment dealers.

Tax savings:

The difference between the taxes paid without deductions and the taxes

paid with deductions; results from the capability of deducting allowable

business expenses from the organization's gross taxable income; if not

considered, could make the equipment investment not worthwhile.

Taxable Income:

The total revenue generated minus the operating expenses.

Tire replacement cost:

An hourly t ire cost; - Tire Set Replacement Cost * Total Operating Hours.

Trade-in allowance:

Generally, will be determined by the fair market value of the old
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equipment; it is the amount deducted from the new selling price allowed

toward the purchase of the equipment; if a dealer is involved, then this
.. %

value will usually be the wholesale book value of the old equipment.

Undercarriage factors:

Factors that account for costs not included in the operating costs'

computations; consists of three primary conditions which are handled by

Caterpillar as efficiency factors applied to a basic hourly undercarriage

cost; the factors are impact (1), abrasiveness (A), and combined (Z);

impact is primarily related to the structural effects caused by "bending,

chipping, cracking, spalling, roll-over, and pin & bushing retention":-- I

correlates high, medium, and low rating factors with the penetration

hardness of the surface combined with sizes of bumps in the soil (CPH p.

512); abrasiveness is "the tendency of the underfoot materials to grind

away the wear surfaces of track components": high, medium, and low

rating factors with the soil's water saturation combined with the shape of

". particles in the soil (CPH p. 513); the "Z" factor is a catch-all efficiency

factor that has the following weighted application: maintenance program

equals 50%, terrain equals 30%, operator practices equal 20%; the

selection of the appropriate "' factor is primarily based upon experience

(CPH p.513); the "basic undercarriage factor is a cost per hour determined

through the use of a chart of costs versus equipment type (CPH p. 514);

once the "basic u/c factor" is determined, the "I", "A", and "Z" factors are

summed and multiplied by it to determine the total undercarriage cost per

hour; Undercarriage costs can be a major portion of the operating costs,

particularly for track-type machines (CPH pp. 5 12-5 14).
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APPENDIX A

A.? ellNameLisingMACINTOSH PROGRAM

Program line Item Call name

Backgrommd Data
Manufacturer ......................MAN 1&2
Model ...................................... MOD 1 &2
Income Tax Rate X2................. PRC.JTR
Investment Tax Credit X2................ PRC..JTC 1&2
Investment Tax Credit Factor X2......... PRC-JTCF
Resale Tax Rate X2................. PRC...RTR
Insurance & Local Tax X2................. PRC-JLTX
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate X2........ PRC...RIAR
Revewu per Unit of Production.......... POREV
Production Measured In ............... UG

Owawship Data.
ZOwnership Period CYrs) ................. OwWER 1&2

X Deprecdation in Period ............. PRCJ)DEP 1&2
Selling Price ............................... SP 1&2
Down Payment 2 ......................... PRC...DP 1 &2
Trade-In Allowance ................. TIA 1&2
Book value orTrade ............... ..... T 1&2
f inance Period (Mos) .............. FINLPER 1&2
Simple Interest Rate 2 ............. PRC.IIN 1&2
Resale Value-X of Sell ................... PRL-RV 1&2

-inflation Adjusted Rate 2.. PRCJAR..RV 1&2

Annual Scheduled Hours .................. ASHR l&2
Availability 2 ............................ PRC-.AVAIL l&2
Hourly Production ........................ PRO.JZAE 1&2
fuel Use Measured In ..................... F.JQ
Fuel Cost per Unit Volume................ FCOST
Operator Salary.......................... OSAL
Fuel Consumed per Hour.................. FCONS 1 &2
Oils, Filters, Grease..................... EXP 1&2
Estimated Tire Life ...................... TIFE l&2
Tire Replacement Cost................... TCOST 1 &2
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

OporaUng Cost Data
UI~ercarriage: "I Factor ........... IMPF 1 &2

A" Factor .......... ABR-J 1 &2
Z' Factor ............ZE 1 &20

Basic U/C Factor ...... UCF 1&2 O
Repairs: Extended Life Multiplier ...... ELM 1&2

Basic Repair Factor .......... NI &2
Special Items (GET, etc) ............. SPEC 1 &2
Optia Total CosL/Hour ............ OPT-TOT 1 &2

Discemtad Cash Flaw Data
Debt X of Asets .................PRC..D2E
Cost of Debt X .................... PRC.CD
Return On Equity X ................ PRCJROE
Avalablity- Ist Year X ............ PRCYRI1AV 1&2

-Last Yewar............. PRC..XIIAV 1 &2
Estimated Inflation X ................ PRCIJNFL
Deeation X-Ysar 1 .................. PRC.YRIDEP

-Year 2................PR.... CYR2DEP
-Yeaw 3.................. PRC..YR3lDEP
-Year 4.................. PRC,..YR4DEP
-Year 5.................. PRCY5OEP
-Year 6.................. PRC-R60EP
-Year 7 .............. PRC...YR7DEP
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d APPENDIX A (Continued)

.1.

Owning Expense Comparisan
4-

Total Cash Payment
* Interest Payments ................................ INT 1 &2
* Insur. & Local Tax ................................ ILTX 1&2

-=Total Cash Paid Out .............................. Cash 1 &2

Total Tax Saings
Tax Credit ............................................... ITC 1 &2
+ Interest Payments ................................ INTL SAV i&2
+ Depreclaton ......................................... DEP.SAV &2
+ Insur. & Local Tax ................................ ILTXSAV 1&2

-- Total Tax Savings ................................ TaxSave 1&2

Net Resale After Taxes
-=Net Resale Income ............................... Resale 1 &2

Total Owning Cost
_-Total Owning Cost Ater Tax................ OWN-TOT 1 &2

-o.

Operating Expems Comparison
_-Annual Operating Hours ................... AOIR 1&2

.Z1 Herly Operating Cost
_ ourly Fuel Cost ............................... Fuel &2

O(Is, Filters, 6rease .............................. Ollrease 1&2

-"-_-Hourly Tire Cost ................................. Tires 1&2

_-Undercarrisge Cost ............ Undercarriage 1 &2

_-lourly Repair Cost ........................... Repair 1&2

Special Items ......................................... Special 1M 2 "

Operator Cost ......................................... Operator 1&2

Total Oper. Cost/Hour ............................ IlyOperCost 1&2

4OperaiUng Expense Summery
-- Total Oper. Expense ........................... OPO , 1&2
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APPENIX A (Continued)

Re v.... L Pvrflt Potential
_zAnuaI Productwi ............... YIYJ O &2

_Annual Revenue ................. YItYV 1l&2

--Total Rev. Potenbial ............. REVTOT 1 &2

Piroftaflhy Summary
--Taxable Income .................. BTAXJNC 1 &2

-Income Tax Payable .................... FIT 1&2

_.AWt A.Tax Income ..................... ATAXJNC 1&2
-Machine Owning Cost ...........

.- Net Profit Potential .............. PROFIT 1 &2

CesgtUiiit of Prodocties
Total Production ................... PROO..TOT 1 &2

Total A.Tax Cost/it ...............LINIT-COST 1&2

CosIL/Opratilg Heor
Total Operating Hours ............... HRSOT 1 &2

Total A.Tax Cost/Hour ................... HRLY-COST 1&2

Total A.Tex Production Cost .......... PROD-.COST 1&2

- IDiscowimled Cash flow Asealysts
A.Tax Cost of Capital ............. PQ...........PCCAPCOST

...Discounted Cash flow ............ PVJlYR 1&2 Cash flow Year 1

...Dscounted Cash Flow ............ PV.2YR 1&2 Cash Flow Yew 2 -

Discounted Cash Flow .............. ..3YR 1 &2 ' ash Flow Year 3
* .- Discounted Cash Flow ............ PVAYR 1162 Cosh Flow Year 4

-Discounted Cash Flow ............ PV_5YA 1&2 Cva Flow Year 5
.Discounted Cob Flow .............. .bYR 1&2 Cob Flow Year 6

7 Discounted Cash Flow .............. Cash.Flow Year 7
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
A.2 Program FornIla Listing

Progran line Item Formula

S ckgreumd OData
Manufacturer ........................................

income Tax Rate X ...............................
Investment Tax Crdit ......................
Investmrent Tax Credit Factor X ...........

R esale Tax Rate Ie ................................
insurance & Local Tax 2 ...................... .

Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate X ...........
Revenue per Unit of Production .............
Production Measured In .........................

a) Ownership Dalta
Ownership Period (Yrs) ........................
2 Depreciation In Period .......................

.4 Selling Price .........................................
Down Pay ent ..................................
Trade-in Allowance ..............................
Book Value or Trade ..............................

- Finance Period (M s.) ...........................
Sirple Interest Rate 2 .........................
Resale Value-% of Sell ..........................

-inflation Adjusted Rate 2 ROUND(PRCRV 1/( I +PRCLRIAR* 0.0 1 COMNPER 1,0)
Annual Scheduled Hours...............
A vailability 2 ......................................

* Hourly Production .................................
Fuel Use Measured In ............................
Fuel Cost per Unit Volme .....................
Operator Salary ...................................
Fuel Consumed per Hour ........................
Oils, Filters, 6rease .............................
Estirnated Tire Life ...............................
Tire Replacement Cost ................

A-5
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APPENDIX A (Continued) j
OpermUag Cost Data
Undercarriage: 'I Factor ..................

"A" Factor ...............
' Factor ................

Basic U/C Factor ......
Repairs: Extended Life Itlultiplier ......... -

Basic Repir Factor ..............
Special lham (WET. etc) ....................... .0
Op tionai Total Cost/Hour ......................

::- Discouted Cash Flow Data .-

Debt X of Assets ..................................
Cost of Debt R .....................................
Return On Equity S ..................
Availability-Ist Year .......................

-Last Year .....................
Estinmated inflation x ............................

x Depreciation 2-Year 1 ................
-Year 2 .......................
-Year 3 .......................
-Year 4 .......................
-Year 5 .......................
-Year 6 .......................
-Year 7 .......................

A-6
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APPENDIX A (Continued)I

Owning Expnse Comsporison

MAN I

Selling Price ..................... Sp I

Trade-in Allowance..................... TIA I
ook Value of Trade-in.................. 5VT I
Ownership Period ...................... PER1
lnn.Adjusta Resale % ................. PRC...Rv I /(j 1+PRc-RIAR~o.0 )I ra~FER
Finance Period (Mlos.) .................. FIN...PE I
S5MPI, Interest Rat ................... PRC..IN 1
Insur. & Local rax X ................... PRzCJITX
Depreciation X ......................... PRC...DEI
TaxRaX................................ PRC-ITR
Invest. Tax Credit X ................. J4t-TC I

Sax onResle........................ PRC..RTR
Total Cash Payment
Selling Price ............................. SPI
+ Iteret Payments.................... PtlT(O.0 I PRCJIN I/12.]FN-PER1.SP I -OWN I lA I..)-

4Insur. & Local rax ................. ((SPI *(ONPRI,1)(SP *PRCJA.RVNO.01).

3-oa ahPi ut......... (OkNtPERI- t))(2NC tDRI))* ONPER 1 *.0 1 NPRCJL.TX
..- otl CshPai Ot.... ...... SP~IINT~IILTX1

-d Total Tax Savins
Tax Credit............................... (SPI TIA 1 +BVT1)N PRCJTC I -0.0 1
+ Interest Payments.................... 0.1*PRCJTR*TOTINTI
+ Depreciation .......................... IF(OR(TIAl 1 sOTIA 1 -=).SP 1 -(ITC 1 NO.01W PRC.JTCF).

((SP I -TIA 1 +BVT 0 HITCl *NPRCJTCF*N~ 0.1))a PRC-DEP 1
NO.01 NPRCJTRN 0.01)

+ Insur. & Local Tax.................... PRCJTRNOO1*[LTXI

-=T.zotal Tax Savings.................... ITCItINT-SAVI4DEP..SAVI.ILT)LSAVI j
rEst. Market Value.......................pRCjAR.Rv I *.01 *Sp I

--okValue............................. (I0o-pRCj)Ep 1)0.0 1 (SP I TA I +8VT I)
....Addltional Income.................... B141 -B142

--Taxes Payable ....................... IF(OR(PR-TR-,PRC..RTR.-i,PRC1TRe 0.01 a
8B143.PRL-RTR* 0.01 B 143)

*Nlet Resale Income.................... 8141-8144
Total Owning Cost
rotal Cash Payment .................... 5128

L ...-Total Tax Savings.................... B137
-.-Net Resale Income.................... 0146

-a..otal Owning Cost After rax ........ 5157-8158-B59
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Operating Expense Cemparlsem

MAN 1
MOD I

isAnnual Scheduled Ho urs............. AStIR 1
*Availability .................... PRC...AVAIL 1

_-Annual Operating Ho urs........... AStIR 1 *PRC.A VA IL 1 * 0.0 1

Newly Operatin Cost
Fuel Consuffad/Hour.................... FCONS 1
* Price per Uniit Vol .................... FCOST
--Hourly Fuel Cost ..................... FC0NSI 'FCOST

Oils. Filters, Grease.................... EXPI

*Estimated Tire Life ..................... TLIFE1I
Replacement Cost..................... TCOST1

X _41~~...tourly Tire Cost ..................... IF(OR(2I7uO.217--.152 18,2 1 & .O.
TCOSTI/TLIFE1)

'I Factor ....................... ... F1 j
+ "A" Factor .....................ABR.I
+ "rFactor .....................ZELJ I

> * ~Basic Factor ....................LCF1I
-Aktidercarriage Cost .................. IF(IMR.F 1 +ABR..F 1 .ZEE..J 1)-O.LJCF 1.

"A(IM1_1I+ABR-j I+ZEE-.J1) UCF 1)
:,q ~~Ext. Lire Muiltiplier ..................... ELMI

Basic Factor ......................... BII

..AHouly Repair Cost .................. EL.M I BRI

Special Items ........................... SPEC 1

Operator Cost .......................... OA

Total Oper. Cost/Hour.................. If(OPT-..TOT 1 ()"OPT..TOT 1 .Fuel I +Oll6rease I +Tires 1 +
Undercarriage 1 +Repair 1 +Special 1 +Operator I)

Operating Expams Summay
Annusal Cper. Hours ..................... AOHR I

Hourly Oper. Cost .................... HrIy(perCostl

_ Anual Oper. Cost....................B8239*1B240
Ownership Period .................... OWNPER I

...-rotal Oper. Expense..................B5242*B243
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Rwoiuo L Profit Potential

MAN I
MODl I

Hourly Production ..... ................. PRO-RATE 1
Annual Oerating Hours ........... AOHP I

--Annual Production ................ PRO-RATE 1 'AOI4 I
*Unit Price .....................P'ROPEV

_=.Annual Revenue ............... YRLYJ'R001'PROPEV
*Ownership Period ................ CtNPERI

_.4otal Rev. Potential ............ YRLY....EV I OWNPER 1
Profitability Summary
Total Rev. Potential ................REV-TOT 1
-Total Oper. Expense.............. OPTOT I

--Taxable Incone ....................... REV..JOTI1-OPTOT 1
-income Tax Payable.................... BTAX]JNC I *PRCJTRNO0.0 1

_-Net A.Tax Income .................... BTAX-JNC141IT
-{ achlne Owning Cost................... OLTOT 1

.-tet Profit Potential .................. ATAXJNCI-OOLTOTI

2 CostiUsit of Prodvctioa
Total Production......................... YRLYPRM I (W/ER I
Total Operating Expense .............OP-OT11
Before Tax Ow.r/Unit .............. OP-TOT 1 /PROO...TOT 1

After Tax Oper/kit.................... B283 (I-PRC.JTRO, .01)
After Tax Owning/Unit ................. OWN-TOT 1 /PROOJTOT I

Total A.Tax CostUnit .................. B285+13286

Cst/Operating Hour
Total Operating Hours................... AOHR I OWNtPER I
Total Oper. Expense ..................... COP.TOT 1
Before Tax Oper./Hour ................. OPOTI/HRSTOTI

After Tax Cper./Hotur ............... B306,(1-.PRCJTRo0.0Ol)
After Tax Owning/Hour................. OWN-TOT I /HRSTOT 1

Total A.Tax Cos/H............... B306+B309
Total A.Tax Production Cost ......... 8311 HRSJT I
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Discouned Cash Flow Analysis
MAN I
MOD I

Debt X of Assets ....................... PRC.D2E
Cost of Debt X2......................... PRCCD
Return Oni Equity X2..................... PRCROE
Availability-Ist Year X.......... C.......RCYR IAV1 I

-Last Year X.............. PRC_.YIR4AV 1
Estimated Inflation X .................. PRCJNFL
Depreciation 2-Yewr 1................. PRC._YRIDEP

-Year 2 ............... PRC...YR2DEP
-Yew 3 ............... PRC...YR3DEP
-Year 4 ............... PRC2VR4DEP
-Yew 5................ PRC...YR5DEP
-Year 6................ PRC_.YR6DEP
-Yew 7................ PRC...YR7DEP

A.Tex cost or capital.,................. PRCi)2E'0.01 *PRC...CDO0.01 *(1-PRC-ITROO1)4
(1 -PRC...D2EN0.0 1 )*PRC-ROEN 0.01

Cash Flew Year 1
Scheduled Hours ................ASHP I

X Mechanical Availability ........... PRC...YR IAV 1

Op(erating Hours ..................... ASHR 11NPRL.YR IAV 1 0.01
NHourly Production.................... PRO..RATE 1

-=Total Production .................... B372*B373

Revenue .................................. B37SinPROREVO(1+PRCJNFL*0.01)
+ Tax Credit ............... ...... ITC I
- Operating Cost ........................ (I +PRCJNFL* 0.01 W B3724, Hrly~perCost 1
- Depreciation .......................... (SP 1 -TIA 1 +BVT 1 -(ITC 10 PRCJTCF 0.0 1))*

PRC...YR IDEP 0.0 1
- Insurance & Local Taxes ......... SPI*(I4PRC-JNFLUO.01)^I *PRC-LTXWO.01

G.- ross Profit......................... 1377+13370-13379-13380-1338 1
-Income Tax Paya*....le .............. B33PPC-ITR'0.01

-=Net Profit ............................. 1383-13384

+ Depreciation .......................... B380

-Not Cash Flow .................. IF(E368>OWNPER1 ,0,8386+B387)
Discount Factor ................. 1/(1 .PRCCAPCOSTr 1

-=Discounted Cash Flow ............... B389*8390
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Disceumlted Cash Flow Analysis Cash Flow Year 2

MAN i

Scheduled Hours......................... ASHR I
X Mechanical Availability ......... PRC...YR1AVI- I((PC..YPlAV14RC..YlPAVI)/

-Operating Hous ................AS1R I B.403 0.01I
Hourly Production .................... PRO..RATE 1

STotal Production ................ 3405*1B406

Revenue ................................... 5A06*PROREV(I tPRC-IWL *0.0 9^2
- Operating Cost ................... (I ,PPC.JL 10.0 1 r2B405*H-r-y~perCost I
- Depreciation ...................... (SP I-TIA I eBVT1 -(ITC I 'PRC...ITCF*0. 0 )

PRC-YR2OEP1 0.01
-Insuranice & Local Taxes.............. (SP I-SP I * I '(1-PRCJIARJRVl *O.01)/OWNPER1)o

(I+PRC.JFLnO.01 r2PRCILTXO.01
.Gross Prolit ........................... 8410-B411-8412-8413

-Income Tax Payable................... B4150PRC-ITR*O.01
*Resale Value........................... IF(E399-ONPER1 SP1 'PRCJARLRV 1 *0.01*

(1 .PRC.JIEL 0 0.0 1 )^E399.0)
-Book Value ............................. F(E399-(WNPERIA.SP 1 -TIA I +BVTI1-(ITC 1 *PRC-JTCF*

0.01 ))'( 1-(PRC..YRIDEPO0.01 ,PRC...YR2DEP*0.0 1)),0)
-Tax on Resale Income ................. IF(AND(E399=OWNPER I.PRC...TR").PRCITR*0.0 1

(BA417-64 16),lF(AND(E399-(wNPER 1,PRC..RTR >'),
PRC..RTR*O.OI *(B417-8418),0)) -

~Net Prolt ............................ B415-B416+B3417-13418-B419
*Depreciation ............................. 412
*Book Value ............................. 418

.Net Cash Flow........................ IF(E399>0NPER1.0,B42 I B422tB423)
Discount Factor........................ 1/(1.PRCCAPCOSTY2

-- Discounted Cash Flow................B8425*8426

A-1l
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APPENDIX A (Continued) .-

Discauied Cra Flew Analysis Cash Flew Year 3

MAN 1
MOD 1

Scheduled Hours ........................ ASHR 1
X Mechanical Availability ........... PRC..Y1R1AVI1-2"((PRC..YR IAV 1-PRC.YRNAV 1)1

(Os'PER I- )
.- Operating Hours...................... ASHR I *B452 0.0 1
Hourly Production.................... PRQ..RATE I

To.rtal Production .................... 5,45.4"B455

Revenue .................................. B457*PROREfV"(1.PRC-JNFLOO.Oir3
- Operating Cost........................ (1 PRC..INFL "0.01 r3"B454*HrlyoperCost 1
- Depreciation .......................... (SP I -TIA I +BVT1 -(ITC I *PQC-ATCF" 0.01 ))*

PRC...YR3DEP0. 1
- Insurance & Local Taxes ............. (SPI-SPI *2(-PRCJARRV1"0.l)/OWNYPERI)*

(1+PRC-INFL~o.01)r3*PRC-ILTX"0.01
..- Gross Profit......................... 8459-6460-8461-B462
-Income Tax Payable .................. B464*PRCJTR*O.01

+ Resale Value .......................... IF(E448.Q*WNPER1 .SPI *PRC.JAR..RV 1"0.01"
(1.PRCJNL"O.01r^3,O)

*-Book Value ............................. IF(E448=(OUNPER 1 .SP 1 -TIA 1 +BVT I -(ITC 1 "P1CJTCF"
0.01O W(I -{PRC...YR DP 0.0'1 +PRC2(R2DEP* 0.0 1 +

PRC..YR3DEP" 0.0 1)).O)
-Tax on Resale Income................. IF(AND(E446=O#I4'ER 1 .PRCJRTR--"),PRC1JTR* 0.0 1

(B.466-8*47).IF(ANIXE448-OWNPER 1 .PRC.RTR' '*).
PRC...RTR"0.0I 1 (8466-B467).O))

Net Profit........................... B464-5465+5466-5467-B468
* Depreciation .......................... B461
+ Book Value ............................. 8467

. Net Cash Flow ....................... IF(E448MWNPER1 l,0B470-tB47 I1+B472)
"Discount Factor ...........................IA PRC...CAPCOSTr3

-- Discounted Cash Flow ............... B8474*B475

A- 12
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Dtsceumlted Cash flow Analysis Cash Flow Year 4

MIAN I
MOD 1

Scheduled Hours......................... ASH I i
X Mlechanical Availability..........R.... CYR 1 AV I -3((PC..YR I AV 1 -PRL-YRAV 1)/

(OWY4PERI-)
Op (erating Hours...................... ASHRI'5501*0.1

Hourly Production .................... PR0.JZATE1I

.. Total Production ..................... B503*8504

Revenue ................................... B506 *PR0REV (1.PRc1JNFLb0.0 1rN
- Operating Cost......................... (I +PRC-..NFL *'0.0 1 r4l'B503* HryOPerCosL I
- Depreciation........................... (SPI-TAI+BVTI-(TC 1 'PRc...lCF40.01 ))

PRCZYIZ4DEP* 0.01
-Insurance & Local Taxes .......... (SP I-SP I *3(1-PRC-JARLRV 100.0 0/0NER I)"

3i'oss~ ~ Prlt PRC.JNFL *'0.01 0^44PRC..IL TXN0.0 1

Income Tax Payable................... B513*PRC-JTR'0.01
*Resale Value........................... IF(E497QAINPEP1 ,SP1 'PRCJIA...VI *0.01'

(1.PRC-JNFL*0.0 0^4,0)
-Book Value .............................. IF(E497-O WNPER 1 ,SP I -TIA I tBVT I -(ITC I 'PRC.JTCF'

0.0 1))'( I-(PC..YRIDEP'0.01.PCYR2DEP'0.0 I+
PRC..YR3DEP0.01.PRC...YR4)EP'0.01 )),0)

5~~~ Tax on Resale Income ................. IF(AND(E497-OWNPER 1 .PRC...RTR").PRCJTR'0.0 1'
(63515-655 16).lAND(E497'{O/NPER1 .PRC..RTIR<).

PRC..RTR'0.0I '(55-5516).0))
~NtProfit ............................ 1513-13514+13515-8516-8517

+ Depreciation...........................5B510
+ Book Value..............................58516

.. Net Cash Flow........................ IF(E497'OWNPER 1.5519452045521)
Discount Factor ................. 1/(I.PRC-CAPCOST)4

-=Discounted Cash Flow. ........... 8523'5524

A-13
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Discounted Cash flow Analysis Cash Fl6W Yew 5

MAN 1
MOD I

Scheduled Hours ........................ ASHR I
X Mechanical AvailailiLy ........... PRL-YRlAVI1 4W ((PRC..YRI1AVI1-PRC...YIIAV 1)/

OeratngHours.................... SR*50 .1
*Hourly Production.................... PRO-RA TEI

. Total Production .................... 8552*8553

Rev nue ....................... B555*PROFEV(1.PRCJNFLO0.01r^5
-Operating Cost........................ (1 PRC-INFL*O.0 1 y5B552nHrly(perCost 1

*-Depreciation .......................... (SP 1 -TIA 1-tBVTI1-(ITC 1 *PRC-.ITCFO0.0 1 )
PRC...YR5EP*0.0 1

7"~~~ Insurance & Local Taxes.............. (SP1-SP *4(-PRC-AR.RV1 O.1)/ONPER0)
Gross rofit(1.PRC..JNFLO.01 )'5PRCJLTXO0.0 1

Gros.rot....................... B557-B5513-M59-B560
-Income Tax Payable .................. B562PRC..ITRO0.0
*Resale Value .......................... IF(E546=NPkWEPI,SP I PRCJAPRV 1O*0O1

(I +PRCINF 0.0 0r5.0)
-Book Value ............................. IF(E546-OWNPERI1.(SP 1 -TIA I .BVT I -(ITC 1 *PRC-.ITCF

PRC..YR3EP0.PRC-.YR4DEPIO.014

PRC....R5EP 0.01 )).0)
-Tax on Resale Income ................. IF(AN(E546OWNPERI.PRC.JRTR'").PRC-JTR*0.0 I

(15564-15565).F(ANINE546--NPER 1 .PRC..RTR< 1",
PRC..RTR*O.01 (B564-8565).0))

*Net Profit ........................... 8562-B563.B564-8565-B566
+ Depreciation .......................... 55M9
+ Book Value ............................. B565

-- Net Cash Flow ....................... IF(E546>OWNPER 1.0,B568.B5694B57O)
Discount Factor....................... 1/(1.PRC-CAPCOSTr^5

SDiscounted Cash Flow ............... 8572*8573

A- 14



* APPENDIX A (Continued)I

DlscEmted Cash Flew Analysis Cash f low Year 6

MAN 1
* MOD I

Sc!edued Hours .................. AS1'I

X Mechanical Availability ......... PR(ZYRI1AV 1-5' ((PRL.YR 1 AV 1 -PRC..YRNAV 0)1

Operating Hours ................ASH1VI 'B599*0.0 I
Hourly Producion ...............PRO-.RATE1

Total Production ..................... B601 '5602

Revenue ................................... B604*PROREV*(l 1 PRC-JNFL '0.01 06
- Operating Cost ..................(1.PRCJNFL 10.0 1 r6*B601 *HrlyOperCost 1
- Depreciation .................... (SP 1-TIA 1 +BVT1-(ITC 1 'P$RC-TCF'0.0i ))*

PRC.JR6OEP' 0.01
- Insurance & Local Taxes ............ (SP1-SP1 *5(1-PRC-IARRVI 0.01/@NPER1

(I.PRC.JNFL'O.O1r60PRC-ILTX'0.01
Gross Profit ........................... 0606-B607-8606-860

IncomeTax Payable................... B61 I PRC-JTR'0.0 I
+ Resale Value........................... IF(E595=OWNPER1.SPI *PRC-1ARJRV1 '0.01'

(1+PRCIJNFL*O.0 0^6,0)
-Book Value ............................. IF(E595-CMER1 .(SP 1 -VIA 1 '+BVT I-(ITC 1 PRC-JTCF'

0.0 1))'(l -(PRC...YRJIDEP 0.0 1 PRC..YR2DEP*0.0 I1+
PRC...YR3DEP'O.0 1.PRC..YR4DEP*0.0 1 PRC...YRSO(PI

0.0l+PRC-i'R6DEP*0.01 )0)
Tax on Resale Income ............... lF(AND(E595OWWNER PRC.RTR).PRCITR'0.0 I

-~ PRC...RTR0.01 *(5613-8614),0))

~NotProfit ............................ B1611-13612+13613-8614-13615
+ Depreciation...........................B8608
+*Book Value ............................. 08614

-Net Cash Flow ................... (E595 OWNPER 1.0.8617.B618+15619)
* Discount Factor ................. 1/(1.PRC-CAPCOST)^6

Discounted Cash Flow................B8621*B622
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Discounted Casb Flow Analysis Cash flow Year 7

MANI

Scheduled HOWrS ................. ASMRI
% Mechanical Availability ................. PRCYR IAV I-6*((PRCYR I AV I -PRC.YRNAV 1 )I

(ONPERI-l))

Operating Hours ............................... ASHPI1B648*0.01
Hourly Production ............................. PROJZATE 1

--

Total Production .............................. B650 13651

Revenue ................................................ B653*P: V [(l+PRCIINFL*0.01r)7

- Oerating Cost ................................... (I +PRCINFL *0.01 T7 *B650*HrlyOperCostl
- Depreciation ...................................... (SP I-TIA I+BVTI-(ITC I *PRCITCF* 0.01 ))*

PRC.YR7DEP'0.01
- Insurance & Local Taxes .................... IF((SPI-SPI *6' (I-PRC-ARRV1 *0.01)INPERI)

(1 +PRCJNFL *0.01 )7*PRCILTX'0.0 1<00,
(SPI-SPJ 16*( 1-PRC.IARRV 1 '0.01 )/O/NPER1)'

( +PRCINFL *0.0 1 r7*PRCILTX* 0.0 1)
_= Gross Profit .................................... 8655-B656-B657-B658
- Income Tax Payable ........................... 8660PRCITRO.01
SResale Value ...................................... FE644-O0 ER1 .S 1 , PRCJ AR..,V 1 • 0.01'

(0 +PC-JNFL *0.01 )7,0)
- ook V3lue ......................................... IF(E644--OW:NPERU ,(SPI -TIA I +BVT-(ITCI PRCJTCF •

0.01))(I-(PCYR1DEP*0.014PRCYR2DEP'0.01+
PRLYR3DEP*0.01 +PRCYR4DEP 0.01 +PRCYR5DEP*

c. 0.01+ PRCYR6EP*0.0 l+PRC_.YR7DEP*0.0 )).O)
- Tax on Resale Income ......................... IF(AND(E64ONERIPRCRITR=")JP:RCTR*0.0 I'

- (B662-B663)IF(ANID(E644=0NPER 1 ,PRCRTR< ").
PRC...RTR* 0.01 (B662-B663),))

Net Profit ........................................ B660-B661+B662-1663-B664

+ Depreclaton ...................................... 13657
+ Book V alue ........................................ B663

_ Net Cash Flow .................................. IF(E644>OWNPER 1,0.13666+1667+13668)
Discount Factor ................................. 1/(I+PRC-CAPCOSTr7

"- Discounted Cash Flow ....................... 5670*8671

1A
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APPENDIX A (Continued)I

FIA 6raphlcs Data

Owneship Costs MK
Cash -Cash'1/1000 A
TaxSave TaxSave 1/1000
Resale Resalel/1000
Total Owning -OWN-TOT I//l000

After Tax Cost Breakdown (3)
Fuel 10*f uel I *AOHR OWPER U1 0 PRCJTR* 0.0O1)I

Tires/UC 100 *(Tires 14 UndercarriagelI )* AOHR I *OWNPER I
01-PRCJ TR *0.0 1 )/PRODCOST I

Maint/Rep 100*(Repairl.OilGroasel1)'AOHR1 *@WNPEPI1
(1-PRC-JTR*0.1 )/PROD-COST1

Special 100*Special5AOIMCNPERIM(1-PRC..JTRN0 01)1
Operator 100*Operstorl*AOllRl ONO~PER1'(l-PRC.JTROO.01)/

PROO..COST 1
Ownership 10 0OWN-~TOT 1 /PROO..COST I
AT CostslOperatisg Hour
Fuel Fuel I *(pRC.JTR"0.01)
Tires/UC (Tires 1 +Undercarriage 1 0M 1 PRC TR*O0.0 1)
MaintiRap (R~epair I .OilGrease 1 )* 1 -PRC..JTR* 0 .01)
Special Special 1 0 -PRC.JTR *0.0O1)
Operator Operator I*(01-PRC-1TR* .01)
Ownership OWN-~TOT 1 /(AOHR 1 OWNPER1)

Total HRLY-.COSTI
AT Costs/ Unit of Production

Tires/UC (Tires I+Undercarriage )"AOHRI 1 0PRCJTR* 0.0 1V

YALY-.PROO I ~
Maini/Rep (Repair I OilGrease 0) AOHP I *( 0-PRCJTR"0.0 1Y/
Special Speciall 1 AOHR1 *(14PRC-ITRm0.01)/vY.v..PR4oI
Operator Operatorl 1 AOHR1 *( -PRCIRM O.0l1)/YRLY.J'ROOJ
Owrship OWN.LT0T 1 /Y1RYJ'ROD 1*0WISIPER 1)
Total UNIT.COSTI
AT Inc & Exp Summary (SK)
Revenue REV-TOT 1/ 1000
Operation ~ -OP....Tl01-PWITR00l1Vl000
Owning -O*'?LTOTII/ 1000
Profit PROFIT/1000

A- 17
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Dtsceumted C. Flow Analysis (SK: Dirrerence

Present Value Year 0 -SP 1/1000 IF(C753)D753.C745-0745.D745--C745)
Preset Value Year PV-JYRI/1000 IF(C75 D753C746-0746,D746-C746)
Present Value Year 2 PV...2YR/1000 IF(C753)D753.C747-D747.0747-C747)
Preset Value Year 3 PVW3YRI/1000 IF(C753>D753.C748-0748.D748-C748) -

Present Value Year 4 PV.AYR I/ 1000 IF(C753>D753.C749-D749.D749-C749)
Present Value Year 5 PV...YR 1/1000 lF(C753 >D753.C750-0750.D750-C750)
Present Value Year 6 PV...6YRI1/ 1000 IF(C753'D753,C75 1-0751.0751I -M7 1)
Present Value Year?7 PV27YR 1/1000 IF(C753 >D753,C752-0752.D752-C72)-
Present Value Total SI.#1C745:C752) IFC73'0753.C753-0753.D753-C753)

A-i-



APPENDIX A (Continued)

A.3 Progumy u~tput
Date 7/8/87

Prepared For: Master's Report
Prepared By: Rick Trummer

_a5 kround Data

M anufacturer ......................................... Caterpillar ..................... Kom atsu
M odel ...................................................... D 9L ..................... D 3 75A -1
Inome Tax Rate Z ................................. 46.0
Investment Tax Credit 2 ........................ 10.0 ..................... 10.0
Investment Tax Credit Factor % ............ 50.0
Resale Tax Rate Z ....................................
Insurance & Local Tax X ........................ 2.0
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate X ........... 8.0
Revenue per Unit of Production ............. 0.50
Production Measured In .................... LCY

Ownership Data "

Ownership Period (Yrs) ....................... 5 ................ 5
Depreciation in Period ....................... 100 ..................... 100

Selling Price ......................................... 500,000 ..................... 468,000
Dow n Paym ent % .................................... 20 ..................... 10
Trade-In Allowance ............................... 30,000 .................... 35,000
Book Value of Trade ................................ 25,000 ..................... 25,000
Finance Period (Mos.) ............ 48 48
Sim ple Interest Rate 2 .......................... 12.0 ..................... 10.0
Resale Value- % of Sell .............. ..................... 20

-Inflation Adjusted Rate %. 20 14
Annual Scheduled Hours ......................... 2,400 ..................... 2 400
Availability % ........................................ 90 85
Hourly Production .................................. 924.0 ..................... 840.0
Fuel Use Measured In ............................. U.S. OAL
Fuel Cost per Unit Volume ...................... 1.85
Operator Salary ..................................... 15.00
Fuel Consumed per Hour ........................ 16.9 ..................... 19.5
Oils, Filters, Orease .............................. 1.03 ..................... 1.63
Estimated Tire Life ..........................
T ire Replacement Cost .................. ... .....

A- 19
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date: 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report

Prepared By ikTrummer

Undercarriage "I" Factor .......................

Basic U/C Factor ........ 5. 33 ......... I.. 5.37
Repairs: Extenided Life Multiplier ..... 1.00 ........... 1.00

Basic Repair Factor ......... 13.05.............._ 16.58
Special I tems (GET, etc) ............ 2.52................. 2.42
Optional Total Cost/Hour ..............................

Debt Z of Assets ........................... 56.0
Cost of Debt Z.............................. 12.0
Return On Equity Z ....................... 30.0
Ayalability- Ist Year Z................ 95.0.. ............... 90.0

-Last Year Z ......... 90.0............. ... 82.0
Estimated Inflat ion X .............. *... 6.0
Depreciation %-Year 1 .... I....... ........ 15.0

-Year 2.................... 22.0
n ~~~-Year3 .................... 21.0

-Year 4.................... 21.0
-Year 5.................... 21.0
-Year 6..............
-Year 7.................

A- 20
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APPENDIX A (Continued) I
Date: 7/8/87

Prepared For: Master's Report
____________________ Prepared By: Rick Trummer

OwnringEp Period...............5

Inf~D91.e Reae~....... .. ...........D7A
Felinnc Priod C.)..................... 500................. 4600
Sin mp e nte.t.Rat.....................100X_.1.....I....... 460

Insur.&Lcal~ax........................

DepkVaeitof Trae-n...................... 25000 ............ 2,0
Owesi Peiod ........................ 4.......... ..........
Inve-dst. aeditsae ...................... 120.............1
Finaxn eoMsale ................... 8.................4

SieInterest aet.............. 97...,689...............83910
Total. &ca ax .................t
Sepel ion rice ....................... 5 10000 .............. 46800
.Inesu.&a Tax t%.............. 34,....... 00............... 3 0

.. Ta Ca Rs aid Out................. .i2...........58 662

TotalFash Paymnt

Selin Cre ............................... 45000................458,000I
Interest Payments .............. 44........ 9,697............... 3,62
Depnsre caT ...................... 216,315................20,0,1

-=Tu.otlCa aOt.....................15,I_640.................148,12

..Total Tax Savings........2,9......9 9

Ta e t .....e........ale.......... 49,ter I..................... 4 ,0
"EsteMret aluens...................... 00,000................65,5620
" ercain..........-Bo au ....................... 0 16,315____ ............ 10,4
" .AdItir,&oal Tcom....................... 10,600...............6 54,20

s.-aretsaole 46................. 0,000 ................ 30,1390

=NtResale Income ....................... 54,000 .......... 35,381
A-21I



APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date: 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report
Prepared By: Rick Trummer

Total OwningCost

Total Cash Payment ................ 631,689 ............... 582,662
--Total Tax Savings............I.... 326,392 ............... 298,691
-..-Net ResalelIncome ....................... 54,000................ 35,381

-=Total Owning Cost After Tax........... 251 .297 ............ 248,591

A-22



APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date: 7/8/671r

Prepared Fur: t'laster's Report

PreparedBy: Rick Trummer

D9L.D75-
Annual Scheduled Hours ........... 2,400 ........... 2,0
* Availability ..................... 90 ........... 8
-..=Annual Operating Hours ............ 2 ,16 ............ 2.040

Hourly Coweating Costj
Fuel Consumed/Hour ...................... 16.9........... 19.5 -

*Price per Unit Vol....................... 1.85 ........... 1.85
-=Hourly Fuel Cost....................... 31.27........... 36.08

OilIs, Filters, Grease....................... 1.03 ........... 1.63

Estimated Tire Life......................... 0 ........... 0
RePplacement Cost........................ 0 00 0.......... 000

-..=Hourly Tire Cost ....................... 0.00 ........... 0.00

-I"Factor .................................. 0.00........... 0.00
+ "A" actor ............................... 0.00 ........... 0.00
+ "Z7* Factor................................ 0.00................. 0.00
* Basic Factor ............................... 5.33................. 5.37

=Undercarriage Cost..................... 5.33................. 5.37

Ext. Life Multiplier ....................... 1.00........... 1.00
*Basic Factor ............................... 13.05........... 16.58
..=Hourly Repair Cost .................... 13.05 ................ 16.58

Special Items .............................. 2.52................. 2.42

Operator Cost ............................... 15.00................ . 15.00

Total Oper. Cost/Hour..................... 68.20 ................ 77.08

Operatina Expens Summary

Annual Oper. Hours ................ 2,160 ................ 2,040
*Hourly Oper. Cost................ 68.20 ................ 77.08

...=Annul Oper. Cost ................. 17,3 1............ 157.233
#Ownership Per iod............... 5 ........... 5

_..=Total 9w Expense ................. 736,506........... 786,165 A-23



APPENDIX A (Continued)1

Date: 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report

Revenue & Profit Potential B:Rc
Caterpillar Komatsu
D91. D375A- I

Hourly Production......................... 924................. 840
Anul peratin~g Hou~rs................ 2,160 ................ 2,040

-..-Annual Production.................... 1,995,840............... 1.713 600
~Unit Price...................... 0.50................. 0.50

-..=Annual Revenue................. 997,920 ............... 856,800
O0wnership Period ................ 5 ..........

-..=Total Rev. Potential .............. 4,989,600............... 4,284,000

Profitability Summaryj

Total Rev. Potential ..................... 4,989,600............... 4,284,000
-Total Oper. Expense ................. 736,506 ............... 786,165

...=Taxabie income....................... 4,253,094............... 3,497, 85
-income Tax Payable.................... 1,956,423............... 1,609,004

-9..=Net A.Tax Income ..................... 2,296,671...............I 1888,831
v-Machine Owning Cost ..................... 251,297 ............... 248,591

..=Net Profit Potential.................. 2,045,374............... 1,640,240

Cost/Unit of Production

Total Production......................... 9,979,200............... 8,568,000
Total Operating Expense ........... 736,506 ............... 786,165
Before Tax Oper./Unit .................... 0.074 ................ 0.092

After Tax Oper/Unit...................... 0.040 ................ 0.050
After Tax Owning/Unit .............. 0,025 ................ 0.029

Total A.Tax Cost/Unit ..................... 0.065........... 0.079

A- 24
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date- 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report
Prepared By: Rick Trummer

Cost/Operating Hour

Total Operating Hours ............................ 10,800 ..................... 10,200
Total Ope .Exp ............................... 736,506 ............. ...... 786,165
Before Tax Oper./Hour .......................... 68.20 ................... 77.08

After Tax Oper./Hour ............................ 36.83 ..................... 41.62
After Tax Owning/Hour ......................... 23.27 ..................... 24.37

Total A.Tax Cost/Hour ............... 60.09..................... 65.99

Total A.Tax Production Cost ................... 649,010 ..................... 673,120

A- 25
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date: 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report

_____________________Prepared By: Rick Trummer
Dlswuntml Cash Flow Analysis I

Caterpillar Komatsu
D91. D375A-1

Debt Z of Assets ........................... 56.0................. 56.0
Cost of Debt I.................... 12.0................. 12.0
Return On Equity Z ................ 30.0................. 30.0I
Availability- Ist Year X ............... 95.0.. ... ........ 90.0

-Last Year X ............... 90.0.. .... ........ 82.0
Estimated Inflation Z ................. 6.0 ........... 6.0
Depreciation %-Year 1 ................... 15.0................. 15.0

-Year 2 ............. 22.0................. 22.0
-Year 3.................... 21.0................. 21.0

-Ye 6cw e .....rs .................. 2,0.0................ 2,00
-Yea Mechanicl.A.ailaility.. ........ 95.0............... 90.0

Orax oto in al Ho ...rs ................. 2.80................ 2 0160

Scheled Hurs cto.......................... 20,40.......... 1814.... 2400
ehanicalAvalabity..............1,16562 ............... 91,63

-Operatng os ...... 64......... ,280............. 167
Horl D Prction..................92 ......... ............ 65426

Toa Psrduction Taxs................... 10,620.................9814922

+ Tax redsit ........................... 9,500...............7455774
-pra Ingm Taxt P,'......................14,2514...............347,6561

DeprNecton....................... 9,6...........40 70183 ............ 6,6

+ Depreciation.................... 70,538................ 65,265

=Net Cash Flow .................. 567,397 ........... 47 ,8
*Discount Factor..................0 8 ........... 0 86-

-=Discounted Cash Flow ......... 45651.......... 05,191 A-26
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APPENDIX A (Continued)p..
"

Date- 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report
Prepared By: Rick Trummer

Discounted Cash flow Anayts Is C[ h Flow Yr 2
Caterpillar Komatsu
D9L D375A- 1

Scheduled Hours ..................................... 2,400 ............ 2,400
* % Mechanical Availability 93.75............. 88.00

_= Operating Hours ............................... 2,250 ..................... 2 112
*IHourly Production ............................. 924 ..................... 840

- Total Production .............. 2,079,000 2.079..00........... 1774,080

Revenue .................... 1,167,982 ..................... 996,678
- Operat ing Cost .................................... 172,404 ..................... 182,902
-Depreciation ....................................... 103,455 ..................... 95,722
- Insurance& Local Taxes ..................... 9,438 ..................... 8,708

_= 6ross Profit ..................................... 882,685 ..................... 709,346
- Income Tax Payable ............................ 406,035 ..................... 326,299
+ Resale Value ................................... . 0 ..................... 0
- Book Value ...................................... . 0 ..................... 0
- Tax on Resale Income ..................... . 0 ..................... 0

_- Net Profit ......................................... 476,650 ..................... 383,047
+ Depreciation ................. 103,455............ 95,722
+ Book Value ...................................... . 0 ..................... 0

_=Net Cash Flow ................ 580,105........... 478,769
* Discount Factor .................................. 0.73 ..................... 0.73

= Dlscounted Cash Flow ........... 425,017 ................... 350,773
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report

_______________________Prepared By: Rick Trummer
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis F CsI Fow Y r 3

Caterpillar Komatsu
D91. D375A-1I

Scheduiled Hours................... 2,400 ................ 2,400
2 Mechanical Availability ............. 92.50 ................ 86.00

-=Operating Hours................ 2,220 ................ 21064
*Hourly Produaction....................... 924................. 840

Total Production ..................... 2.05 1 .280............... 1,733,760

Revenue .......................... 1,221,554 ............... 1,032,468
-Operating Cost .................. 180,311 ............... 189,470
- Depreciation.................... 98,753................ 91,371
- Insurance& Local Taxes................ 8,099 ................ 7,313

...=ross Profit ............................ 93,4,391 ............... 744,314 3
-Income Tax Pa'able ................ 429,820 ............... 342,384

+ Resale Value.............................. 0 ........... 0
- Book Value................................ 0 ........... 0
- TaxoanResale Income..................... 0 ........... 0

Net Profit .............................. 504,571 ............... 401,929
+ Depreciation.................... 98,753................ 91,371
+ Book Value ...................... 0 ........... 0

Net Cash Flow .......................... 603,324 ............... 493,300
*Discount Factor ........................ .. 0.63................. 0.63

D Iscounted Cash Flow ............ 378,356 ........... . 309,358
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date: 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report
Prepared By: Rick Trummer

Discounted Cash Flow Ana is rCash Flow Yr 4
Caterpillar Komatsu
D9L D375A- I

Scheduled Flours ..................................... 2 ,400 ..................... 2,400
* Z Mechanical Availability ................. 91.25 84.00

_=Operating Hours ............................... 2,190 ..................... 2,0 16
* Hourly Production .............................. 924 ..................... 840 "

Total Production 1............................... 2,023 560 ..................... 1,693, 440

Reve ue .................................................. 1,277 ,349 ..................... 1,068 ,964
-Operati ngCost .................................... 188 ,547 ..................... 196,168
-Depreciation ....................................... 98,753 ............ 91,371
- Insurance& Local Taxes ..................... 6,565 5,719

,= 6ross Profit ...... ............ 775, 706.
Income Tax Payable ............................ 452,403 ..................... 356,825

+ Resale Value ..................................... 0

-Book Value .......................................... 0 ................ 0
-Tax a Resale Inc om ........................... 0 ..................... 0

"= N et Profit ......................................... 53 1,082 ..................... 4 18 ,88 1
+ Depreciation ....................................... 98,753 .................... . 9 1.371
+ B ook Value .......................................... 0 .....................0

-_=Net Cash Flow ................................... 629834 ..................... 510.252

Discount Factor ................................. 0.54 ..................... 0.54

"= Discounted Cash Flow ....................... 338,085 ..................... 273,896

A-29
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date: 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report

____________________Prepared By: Rick Trummer
D1iscuntai Cast Flow Analysis [ Cash Flowf Yr 5

Caterpillar Komatsu
D91. D375A-lI

Sctiechiled Hours................... 2,400 ................ 2,400
2 Mechanical Availability ............. 90.00 ................ 82.00

...Operating Hours....................... 21160........... 1,968
*Hourly Product ion....................... 924 ................ 840

Total Production ..................... 1,995,840 ........... 1,653,120

Revenue .......................... 1,335,442 ............... 1,106,124
-Operating Cost .................. 197,122 ............... 202,987
- Depreciation.................... 98,753................ 91 ,371
- Insurance &Local Taxes........... 4,818 ................ 3,908

-=Gross Profit ........................... 1,.034,750 ............... 807 858
Income Tax Pay'able ................ 475,985........... 371,615

+ Resale Value .................... 133,823 ........... 87,681
- Book Value ...................... 0 ........... 0
-5 Tax on Resale Income ............... 61,558........... 40,333

-~..=Net Profit ..................... 631,029 ........... 483,591
+ Depreciation .................... 98,753 ........... 91,371
+ Book Value ...................... 0 ........... 0

..Net Cash Flow .................. 729,782 ........... 574,962
SDiscount Factor .................. 0.46 ........... 0.46

..Discounted Cash Flow ............. 33M.08 ........... 264,174
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date:. 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report
Prepared By: Rick Trummer I

Diwounted Cash flow Analyss h Flow Yr 6
Caterpil lar Komatsu
D9L D375A- I

ScheduledHours ..................................... 2,400 ..................... 2,400
* Mechanical Availability ............. 88.75 ..................... 80.00

_=Operating Hours ............................... 2,130 ..................... 1,920
* Hourly Production .............................. 924 ..................... 840

Total Production ............................... 1,968 ,120 ..................... 1,6 12,800

Revenue .................................................. 1,395 ,908 ..................... 1,143 ,894 .1
- Operating Cost .................................... 206,047 ..................... 209,9 18
- Depreciation ....................................... 0 0
- Insurance& Local Taxes ............... 2,837................ 1,859

+ esleVau............................... o.

_=Gross Profit ..................................... 1,187,023 ..................... 932,117
- Income Tax Payable ............................ 546,031 .......... 428,774+ Resale Value ....................................... 0 ..................... 0" :

-Book Value ............................ 0..................... 0
- Tax on Resale Income ..................... 0 ..................... 0

- Net Profit ......................................... 640,993 ..................... 503,343
. Depreciation ........................... 0..................... 0
+ Book Value ............................ 0..................... 0

=Net Cas Flow ......................... 0..................... 0
Discount Factor .................................. 0.39 ..................... 0.39

Discounted Cash Flow ................... 0 .....................
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APPENDIX A (Continued) .
Date: 7/8/87

k ~Prepared For: Master's Report I
Schee ous ...e.................. 2,4 00........... 2,400

2 MechailAvailabilijty......... 87.50 ................ 78.00

Oz perating Hours ............ .............. 210...........,872

~Hourly Production....................... 924 ........... 4

Total Production ..................... 1,940,400.............1_5_ 2A80

Revenue ................................... 1,458,822 ............ ,8,1
- Operating Cost ........................... 215,334 ........... 1,5

- Insurance& Local Taxes ................ 601 ...........

Gross Profit.......................... 1,242,886 ............ 6.
Income Tax Payable ................ 571,728 ........... 4,2

- Tax on Resale Income ................... 0.............. 0

-= Net Profit ..................... 6 1 1 9 ........... 521,242

Discunt Factor ......................... 0.34 ............ 03

.D lscaunted Cash Flow ............... ___ 0 ............

A-32I
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Date: 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report
Prepared By: Rick rrummer

EIA Oraphlcs Datet
Caterpillar Komatsu

Ownershlp Costs (K) D9L D375A-lI
Cash -632 -583

TaxSave 326 299
Resale 54 35

Total Owning -251 -249

Caterpillar Komatsu
After Tax Cost Breakdown (Z) D9L D375A- 1

Fuel 28 Fuel 30
Tires/UC 5 Tires/UC 4
Maint/Rep 13 Maint/Rep 15
Special 2 Special 2
Operator 13 Operator 12
Ownership 39 Ownership 37 ,

Caterpillar Komatsu .'
After Tax Costs/Operating Hour D91 D375A- I

Fuel 17 19
Tires/UC 3 3
Maint/Rep 8 10
Special 1 I
Operator 8 8
Ownership 23 24
Total 60 66

Caterpillar Komatsu
After Tax Costs/ Unit of Production D9L D375A- I

Fuel 0.018 0.023 --
Ttres/UC 0.003 0.003
Maint/Rep 0.008 0.012
Special 0.001 0.002
Operator 0.009 0.010
Ownership 0.025 0.029
Total 0.065 0.079

Caterpillar Komatsu
After Tax Inc & Exp Summary ($K) D91 D375A- I

Revenue 4,990 1,284
Operation -398 -398
Owning -251 -249
Profit 2,045 1,640

A-33
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APPENDIX A (O"ninued

Date- 7/8/87
Prepared For: Master's Report
Prepared By: Rick Trummer

Caterpillar Komnatsu
D iscounted Cash F low Analysts $SK) D91. D375A- I Difference

Present Value Yewr 0 -S00 -468 -32
Present Value Year 1 486 405 80
Present Value Year 2 425 351 74'
Present Value Year 3 378 309 69
Present Value Year 4 338 274 64
Present Value Year 5 335 264 71
Present Value Year 6 0 0 0
Present Value Year 7 0 0 0

Total 1,.462.432 1,.135 327

op.

A-34
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* APPENDiX RE
CORRESPONDENCE

B 1 Corresponding with Program Author

B. 1. 1 Letter to EIAAuthor ~

F. 0. Trummer. Jr.

71085 w 7Sth Street
Oal esvlle Fl 32 08 June 25, 1987

rrooJuci ales Support

Caterpf!"ar Tractor Co.A

Dear Nr. Johnson:

Iam the graduate student at the University of Florida that wrote the handwrittenI
letter to you a couple of weeks ago. Since that time, I have been able to locate a copy of
the documentation that accompanied the software~ most of my technical questions are
resolved at the moment.

As a side issue to studying the program and related inves-tment issues for heavy
equipment, I would like to send out a few questionaires to users of the program to see if
they are in fact using it and how successful they have been. I'll trust that you can
provide an objective list of dealerships that have been given, the program in the recent
past and that would provide a response. Some questions I would l ike to ask are:

I. How m any t im es have you used Cater p Illar's Equ ip m ert I nvest men t An alys Is
program ( EIA) in the last six months?

2. Do you feel that customers are generally receptive to the type of information
output produced by H;A?

3 What contribution(s) has HIA given to you as a business organization>

4 Do you feel that the conce~tc employed in EtA are easily understood by trie
major ity of your ernpicjyees and clients)

5 Do your employees and clients understand conceplts surrounding production rate
nflience factors and discoujnted cahflows'

6 What comments would you like to make regarding the EIA pr ogram and would
you i k e /our r esponse to be nrr rir ated i nto a _4vleraI letter xddre-sed lo Caterpillar
Tracor Jor

*~~~ 
- e l . ' . % %



WIle, may com upWdn otner -gener a' questiuns a long thle same l ine of reasoning, y3'j
probably get the idea of what Iam after It would be interesting to know what role that
investment models play in the dealerships. if you or your fellow workers can think of any
quecticri: I'ta! you would like responses to, let me know quickly I would like Ic get, 'he

quest ionai -P &rawn up and mai led out soonest. T hanks
3incerely you -

Rick Trummer

j.7O I



APPENDIX B (Continued)

B. 1.2 Phone Conversation Notes

Mr. Bob Johnson, the author of Caterpillar's Equipment Investment III program, contacted me
the evening of July 10, 1987. He called in response to my letter, at page B- I, that requested the
names and addresses of Caterpillar dealers so that I might send out questionaires.

We discussed the history of the program and several of the variables used. Mr. Johnson
stated that Caterpillar dealers are just beginning to employ personal computers for analyzing
investment alternatives. He further stated that Nh reason for the delay is that internal politics

in the dealership organizations has prevented adequate training of the sales force and that

management personnel are unfamiliar and unwilling to change their procedures for analysis. He
was unable to describe what procedures are being used, if a present-worth comparison or the
like, Is not in use.

Mr. Johnson went on to state that urban dealers would be more familiar with investment
analysis methods due to their larger staffs and thus greater potential for business-oriented
personnel with backgrounds in accounting and marketing.

Caterpillar has been developing this equipment investment analysis program for several

yers and has been using the package, from which I studied, as a training tool for approximEtely
two years. A comnpiled version of the EIA III program, written in C. and runable on IBM personal
computers is expected to be on the market within months.

Mr. Johnson mentioned that he would promptly mail a list of approximately 20 dealerships
in the U.S. that have been exposed to equipment investment methods.

B-3
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CATERPILLAR INC.

APPENDIX B (Continued)

Peoria, Illinois 61629

B. 1.3 Letter From Author July 11, 1987

Mr. F.G. Trummer, Jr.

7108 SW 75th Street

Gainesville, FL 32608

Dear Rick:

Enjoyed talking with you last night. Attached is a list of the
pilot users of our new Equipment Investment Analysis program. When
you contact these folks, you are welcome to use my name and Fred
Grafton's name as a reference.

Please send me a copy of your questionnaire and the responses you
get. I'm always interested in feedback on our program. Also, I'd
appreciate it if you would send me a copy of your report and your
templates and data files when you're finished with your analysis.
Mv mailing address is:

Dealer Marketing Systems
Caterpillar Inc.

100 N.E. Adams

Peoria, Ill. 61629-5470

Thanks for your interest in our work. I'm looking forward to seeing
the results of your project. Good luck.

Sincerely,

Robert A A Johnson
Dealer' rketing Systems

. . . . . . . . . .. .



APPENDIX B (Continued)

Beckwith Machinery Co.
Tom Lampert, Sales Engineer
Mail: P.O. Box 8718

Pittsburgh, Pa.

15221

Darr Equipment Co.
Jerry West, Sales Manager
Mail: P.O. Box 20737

Irving, Texas
75220

Butler Machinery Company
Darryl Galt, Major Accounts
Mail: P.O. Box 757

Bismarck, N.D.
58502

Kearns Machinery Co.
Nathan C. Hobbs, Major Accounts
Mail: P.O. Box 1307

Sioux Falls, S.D.

57101

Carter Machinery Co.
Roger Jetton, Sales Manager
Mail: P.O. Box 1096

Salem, VA.
24153-3096

Gregory Poole Equipment Co.
Ben Bradsher, Sales Manager
Mail: P.O. Box 469,

Raleigh, N.C.
27602

Whayne Supply Company

Edwin Downer, Sales Engineer
Mail: P.O. Box 35900

Louisville, Ky.
40232

B-5
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

Thompson Tractor Co., Inc.
Mike Rooney, Sales Manager

Mail: P.O. Box 10367

Tarrant, Ala.

35202

Holt-Refakis Equipment Company

Fred Gibbs, Financial Mktg.Mgr

Mail: P.O. Box 27040

Columbus, OH

43227

FABCO Equipment Inc.

Dave Cook

Mail: P.O. Box 199%

Green Bav. "I

54 3 0 7

Dean Machinery Co.

Bob Thomas, Credit Mat:'
Mail: P.O Box I

'[- Kansias Cjt;'v Mu

Ziegler Inc

.rc

NC Machlner; Co

.- 2. . - , . ,.,

U t ... . . .,-
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

B 2 Corre oondjng witn P oqram Author

B .Cover Letter to Questionalre

F. 0. T r tmmer, Jr. 4
7 108 SW 75th Street

Gainesville, Fliorida 32608

Date--

Company
AddIres s
City, S: tateo Z4P

Dear Point of Contact:

am a graduate student in CIvil Engineering at the UnIversity of

Florida and am studying Caterpillar's Equipment Investment Analysis

methods. 1 obtained your organization's name and address from a

1home-office representative of Caterpillar and would be most
appreciative if you Would take a few moments to complete the

questionaire attached. It has teen) prepared to take as little of your
time as possible.

Please use the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

Since I have but a few days to collect the response-) and tabulate the

results, I would ask that you please do not delay in handfllng the
Questioraire Thank you for rparticipating

S~crely your2,

n crm r Je

S C ~ 5* *** S



I jei~IireExamplie

QUEST IONAIRtE

L Des your Grqanizatior consi.der 'discountec; cash flow' when:

77 7- 4 Dpiinirt Qijpr~hase/lenpeequipmenQ

A-s'ti"' customers in toe purcnase/lease of eq~jpmentQ

*!f Itn:answers to ooth of weasov were "No", please go to question S.

*I h nse ote bv a "No", please go to quest ion 175

Deyororganization use: %S

I.~L A. Caterpillar'sEquipment Investment Analysis program?

_7' F7 A mstorni~c-::i n .oca program?

7 4 On a scale of to 5 with S=totally useful, how effective
has Ysour cnr~trequipment beer. in hecef:s ,on, by your customers,
to nurchase equipment 9

*Please mall this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

S. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
* analyses, are not employed in the ana~ysis of equipment investment

alternatives.

6. What is your position within th, organization:>

*Please mail this form in the self -atjdesseiJ ad stdmvtj e2nvelope provided

B-8A
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

B.2.3 Returned Questionaires QUIESTIONAIRE N

YES NO

II . Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow" when:

WA. Deciding to purchase/lease equipment?

WB. Assisting customers in the purchase/lease of equipment?

*If the answers to both of the above were "No", please go to question 'It.

~T2. Does,,our orrianization emolcw oersonal computers for the analysis of
equipment investment alternatives?

*If the answer to the above was "No', please go to question -*5.

3. Does your organization use:

B. Ar m customers, lca pogam

4. n ascae o I o 5wit 5=otalyuseful, howefctv

*Pes alti omi h self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

W 5 . Please comment on why comnputers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed In the analysis of equipment invesment
alternatives.

6. What is your position witijin the organization?

*Please mail this form in the self-addiressed and stamped envelope provided.

B-91
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

QUEST IONAIRE

YES NO

1 Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow' when:

[ ] A. Deciding to purchase/lease equipment? oei n

,V.-
F71 F7'- B. Assisting customers In the purchase/lease of equipment?

*If the answers to both of the above were "No", please go to question -5V.

L]~i~ 2. Does your organization employ personal computers for the analysis of

equipment investment alternatives?

*if the answer to the above was "No", please go to question 05.

3. Does your organization use.

E W A. Caterpillar's Equipment Investment Analysis program?

W, -7 B. A customized or local program?

W C. A commercially available program?

4. On ascaleof I to 5 with S=totally useful, how effective
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers,
to purchase equipment?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

W 5. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed in the analysis of equipment investment
alternatives.

6. What is your,position within the organization?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided

I€I"9,- I
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Ii APPENDIX B (Continued)

QUEST IONAIRE

YES NO

1. Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow" when:

7 r-VTA. Deciding to purcnase/lease equipment?

B. Assisting customers in the purchase/lease of equipment?

*If the answers to both of the above were "No", please go to question &5.

a,. Z 2. Does your organization employ personal computers for the analysis of
eQuipment investment alternatives9 .

*If the answer to the above was "No", please go to question *5.

3. Does your organization use:

A. Caterpillar's Equipment Investment Analysis program>

B. A customized or local program?

r--J[ C. A commercially available program?

. 4. On a scale of I to 5 with 5-totally usful, how effective
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers,
to purchase equipment? :,

*Please mail this form in the self-addresd and stamped envelope provided.

I 5. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed in the analysis of equipment investment
alternatives.

ci L. C / E "A..7 -- .- '  c -' ( A A

L Ie '- (, CA I' L fA A ' /1 L

6, What is your position within the organization?

*Please maiI this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

""'-"."'



APPENDIX B (Continued)

QUE5TIONAIRE

YEIN Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow" when:

SB. Assisting customers in the purcnase/lease of equipment?

*If the answers to both of the above were "No", please go to question 05.

F7 2 ~cYOU- On= arit;z ; p ur, P % 11mp u e-r~ i " Or'hana y s Is 0
equipment investment alternatives?

*If the answer to the above was "No", please go to question 05.

3. Does your organization use:

A. Caterpillar's Equipment Investment Analysis program?

F_ 7 B. A customized or local program?

SC. A commercially available program?

74. On a scale of I to 5 with 5=totally useful, how effective
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers,
to purchase equipment?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

7 5. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow

6. What is your position within the organization?
7E ( HA) AL- 'fc( Vi t 54 ePfV .5c,4

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provide.

B- 12
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

QUESTIONAIRE

YES NO

1. Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow" when:

71 -- A. Deciding to purchase/lease equipment?

F7 F7 B. Assisting customers in the purchase/lease of equipment?

p*If the answers to both of the above were "No", please go to question 05.
2.3es cur organization ampp personal coimpuiters for ihe anaiysis of

equipment investment alternatives?

*If the answer to the above was "No", please go to question V5.

3. Doesyour organization use:

WY7 A. Caterpillar's Equipment Investment Analysis program?

-- B. A customized or local program?

7- ( C. A commercially available program?

i 4. On a scale of I to 5 with S=totally useful, how effectve
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers,
to purchase equipment?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

W 5. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed in the analysis of equipment Investment
alternatives.

6. What is your position within the organization?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

B-13



APPENDIX B (Continued) ,
5"0 a- 97Y/ - t

QUESTIONAIRE

YES NO

I. Does your organization consider disunted cash flow" when:

[---] A. Deciding to purchase/lease equipment? ,.'

S B. Assisting customers in the purchase/lease of equipment?

*If the answers to both of the above were "No", please go to question 5.

Z. , ct yuur organization empioy personai computers for the analysis of
equipment investment alternatives?

*f the answer to the above was "No", please go to question 05.

3. Does your organization use:

A. caterpillars Equipment Investment Analysis program?

W7 B. A customized or local program?

E- -D C. A commercially available program?

]4. On a scale of I to 5 with 5=totally useful, how effective
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers,
to purchase equipment?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

] -I-5. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed in the analysis of equipment investment
alternatives.

I "B I- O 84 - 14 30dw , ' LC b

,1W 4,- M~ r y-e 6j7" rr4 sytt SL

7-71- cu?,'J Okc c&-%J3;

6. What is your position within the oranization?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

* B- 14



APPENDIX B (Continued)

QUESTIONAIRE

YES NO

1. Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow" when: :%

A. Deciding to purchase/lease equipment? ,.

[ 7 B. Assisting customers In the purchase/lease of equipment? - 6 7

*If the answers to both of the above were "No", please go to question 45. --

2. Does yr cr anizati on omp ..y .er.cna .Xto, fpt r the analys is of
equipment investment alternatives?

*If the answer to the above was "No", please go to question 05.

3. Does your organization use.

LI,1 " J A. Caterpillar's Equipment Investment Analysis program?

W B. A customized or local program?

W ' C. A commercially available program?

I 14. On a sca;e of I to 5 with 5=totally useful, how effective
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers,
to purchase equipment?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

W 5. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed In the analysis of equipment investment
alternatives.

6. What is your position within the organization?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

QUESTIONAIRE

YES NO

I. Doesycur organization consider "discounted cash flow" when:

Li A. Deciding to purctase/lease equipment> -

NZFD B. Assisting customers In the purchase/lease of equipment?

*If the answers to both of the above were "No", please go to question 05.

Z2. Does your organization employ personal computers for the analysis of

equipment investment alternatives?

f the answer to the above was "No', please go to question 5

3. Does your organ-ization use:

A. Caterpillar's Equipment Investment Analysis program?

F7 B. A customized or local program?

E [ . A commercially available program?

.2 4. On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5=totally useful, how effective
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers,>
to purchase equipment? ________

2 *Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelooe provided.

W F-5. Please comment on why compultcr,; or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed In the analysis of equipment Investment
alternatives.

6. What is your position within the organization?

* *Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

QUEST I ONAI RE

YES ,NO

1 Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow" when:

1 ---7 A. Deciding to purchasellease equipment?

W -- B. Assisting customers in the purchase/lease of equipment?

*If the answers to both of the above were "'No", please go to question =5.

.. Dcs -cur. orga a, r amp zj persom, c-,puters or the analysis of
equipment investment alternatives?

*If the answer to the above was "No", please go to question 05.

. r)oes your organization use:

-7 A. Caterpillar's Equipment InvestmentAnalysis program? '

D W] B. A customized or local program?

W[- C. Acommercially available program?

4. On a scale of I to 5 with 5=totally useful, how effective
has your computer equipment been in the dcision, by your customers,
to purchase equipment?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

D D S. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed In the analysis of equipment investment
alternatives.

- .

*

6. What is your position within the organization?
I ./ f

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

B-17
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

QUESTIONAIRE
"1' .J

YES NO
p

1. Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow" when:

A. Deciding to purchase/lease equipment?

W B. Assis lng customers in the purchase/lease of equipment?

*If the answers to both of the above were "No", please go to question 05.

77 2. Does your organization employ personal computers for the anaiysis of
equipment investment alternatives?

p
*If the answer to the above was "No", please go to question 5.

3. Does your organization use: j

W A. Caterpillars Equipment Investment Analysis program?

I[--7 B. A customized or local program?.-'

[ [ ] C. A commercially available program?

[~~4 On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5=totally useful, how effective p
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers, ./4
to purchase equipment?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

D7 5. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed In the analysis of equipment investment
alternative& '-'

6. What is your position within the organization?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

B- 18"""
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APPENDIX 8 (Continued)

QUES1 IONAIRE.

YES NO

1 Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow" when:

A. Deciding to purchase/leds equipment?

B. Assisting customers in the purchase/lease of equipment?

* If the answers to both of the above were "No" please go to question =5.

r. -

equipment investment alternatives?

*If the answer to the above was 'No", please go to question T5.

3. Does your organization use r,

A. Caterpillars Equipment Investment Analysis program?

B. Acustomized or local program?

-7 r C. A commercially available program?

4. On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5=totally useful, how effective
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers,
to purchase equipment?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

F- 5. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed in the analysis of equipment investment
alternatives.

I

6. What is your positioi within the or an zation?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided. -?

B-19
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

QUEST IORA!RE

YES NO

I. Does your organization consider "discounted cash flow" when:

W7 D A. Deciding to purchase/lease equipment?

W7 D7 B. Assisting customers in the purchase/lease of equipment?

*If the answers to both of the above were "No", plIease go to quest ion 5.

Fl- F12 Doe-, your .ornanhzation .omplrnv per-oral cr ,nnior,: f r, 'he ar.elycie o~f
equipment investment alternatives?

41f the answer to the above was 'No", please go toquestion 05.

3. Does your organization use:

W W1 A. Caterpillar's Equipment Investment Analysis program?

WB. A customized or local program?

I- W C. A commercially available program9

~4. Onascaleof I to 5 with S=totally useful, how effective
has your computer equipment been in the decision, by your customers,
to purchase equipment?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided.

W5. Please comment on why computers or discounted cash flow
analyses are not employed in the analysis of equipment Investment
alternatives.

6. What is your position within the organization?

*Please mail this form in the self-addressed and stamped envelope provided. j
B-20



APPENDIX C
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS

C.l TABULATIONS
".8 BASELINE'

Baseline Values===) 8,183,277 37.26 0.124
0.8 *.8 *.8 Baseline

ITEM .8"Baseline PV AT $1H AT $/UQ (ACRS)

Income Tax Rate 2 32 9,166,331 43.03 0.143 40
Inveslment Tax Credit X 56 8,177,762 38.73 0.129 70
InvestmenL Tax Credit Factor % 40 0.165,289 36.98 0.123 50
Resale Tax Rate N 32 8,185,584 37.15 0.124 40
Insurance & Local Tax X 2.4 8.184.532 37.09 0.124 3
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate I (prior) 8 8,164,849 37.04 0.123 10
Revenue per Unit of Production 5.61 6.490.228 37.26 0. 124 7'.,

Ownership Period (Yrs) 4 6,588,277 36.84 0.123 5
X Depreciation in Period 64 8,183.277 36.98 0.123 80
Selling Price 80,000 8.189,806 37.13 0.124 100,000

V Down Payment X 16 8,183,277 37.36 0.125 20
Trade-In Allowance 16,000 8,185.530 36.86 0.123 20.000
Book Value of Trade 16,000 8,181,024 37.75 0.126 20,000
Finance Period (Mos.) 48 8,183,277 36.94 0.123 60
Simple Interest Rate X 9.6 8,183,277 36.93 0.123 12
Resale Value-% of Sell 40 8,180,131 37.68 0.126 50 ",

Annual Scheduled Hours 1,600 6,540.092 37.29 0.124 2,000
Availability X 64 9,826,277 37.29 0.128 80
Hourly Production 240 6.490.228 37.26 0.155 300
Fuel Costper Unit Volune 0.96 8,200,691 34.66 0.116 1.2
Operator Salary 12 8.195,370 35.46 0.118 15
Fuel Consurned per Hour 14.4 8.200.691 34.66 0.116 18
Oils, Filters, 6rease 3.2 8,186.501 36.78 0.123 4
Estimated Tire Life 800 8.179.245 37.86 0.126 1,000
Tire Replacement Cost 3,200 8,186,501 36.78 0.123 4,000
Undercarriage: "1" Factor 0.16 8,184,889 37.02 0.126 0.2

'A' Factor 0.16 8,184,889 37.02 0.123 0.2
"Z Factor 0.4 8,187,308 36.66 0.122 0.5
Basic U/C Factor 8 8,190.532 36.18 0.121 10

Repairs: Extended Life Multiplier 1 8,188.315 36.51 0.122 1.25
Basic Repair Factor 4 8,188,315 36.51 0.122 5

Special Items (GET, etc) 1.6 8,184,889 37.02 0.123 2
Debt X of Assets 48 7,842,653 37.26 0.124 60
Cost of Debt 2 8 8,336,489 37.26 0.124 10
Return On Equity X 16 8,529,990 37.26 0.124 20
Availability 1st YearX 64 6,540,092 37.26 0.124 80
Availability Last Year 2 48 601
EstImnda Inflation X (future) 6 7,769,090 37.26 0.124 10
Straight-tine 8.183,519 37.26 0.124

C-1
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

' 12 BASELI NE"
@1.2 91.2 @1.2 -

ITEM 1.2*Baseline PV AT $/HR AT $/UO 3

Income Tax Rate X 46 7.175.595 31.48 0.105
Investment Tax Credit 2 84 8.188.791 35.79 0.119
Investment Tax Credit Factor X 60 0,161 4 37.54 0.125
Resale Tax Rate X 48 8.180,969 37.37 0.125
Insurance & Local Tax X 3.6 8.182.021 37.42 0.125
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate X (prior) 12 8.181,704 37.47 0.125
Revenue per Unit of Production 8.4 9.876.326 37.26 0.124
Ownership Period (Yrs) 6 9,756,960 37.53 0.123
Xrepreciation in Period 9 8,183,277 37.54 0.126
Selling Price 120,000 8,176,747 37.39 0.125
Down Payment 0 24 8,183,277 36.16 0.124
Trade-in Allowance 24,000 8.181,024 37.65 0.126
Book Value of Trade 24.000 8.185530 36.86 0.123
Finance Period (Mios.])2 8.183.277 37.50 0.127
Simple Interest Rate e 14.4 8.183.277 37.59 0.125
Resale Vaue-% of Sell 60 8,146.422 36.83 0.124
Annual Scheduled Hours 2400 9,826,461 37.23 0.124
Availability 1 96 8.183,277 37.23 0.124
Hourly roduction 360 9,076,326 37.261 0.10,3
Fuel Cost per Unit Volume 1.441 8.165.862 39.85 0. 133:''

Operator Salary 16 8.171.183 39.98 0.13
fuel Consumned We Hour 21.6 8,165,862 39.85 0. 133:

Oils, Filters, Grease 4.8 8,180052 37.74 0.12SEstimated Tire L ife 1.200 8,185,964 36.86 0.123 .:

Tire Replacement Cost 4,8W0 8,10.,052 37.74 0.126 :.
Undercrriage: 'I' Factor 0.2 8.181.664 37.50 0.125"'

"A' Factor 0.24 8.181.664 37.50 0.I125-'

"2" Fctor 0.6 8,17924 37.86 0.126

Basic U/C Factor 12 8.176.021 38.84 0.127
Repairs: Extended Life Multiplier 1.5 ,176.238 38.01 0.127

Basic Repair Factor" 6 8.178.238 38.01 0.127
Special Items (GET. etc) 2.4 8,101.664 37.50 0.125
Debt X or A~sets 72 0,547.932 37.26 0. 124
Cost of Deb t X 12 8.034,475 37.26 0.124
Return On Equity X 24 7,858,359 37.'26 0. 124
Availability 1st YearX 96 9.826,461 37.261 0.124
Availability Lost Year X 72
Estimated Inflation X (future) 121 0,616,976 38.18 0.127
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

_______________________"PRESENT VALUE VARIATION" __________

PV PV PV PV
ITEM $Variation.E 2Variation@.8 $Variatioriel.2 2Variation@1.2

Income Tax Rate X 983,054 12,01S -1,007,682 -12.31X
Investment Tax Credit X -5.515 -0.072 5,514 0.07X
Investment Tax Credit Factor X 2.012 0.02X -2.0 13 -0.02X
Resale Tax Rate 2 2,307 0.03X -2.308 -0.03X
Insurance & Local Tax X 1.255 0.022 -1.256 -0.02X2el
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate X (prior 1,572 0.02X -1,573 -0.02X
Revenue per Un~it of Production -1.693,049 -20.69X 1,693.049 20 .69X
Ownership Period (fr's) -1,595.000 -19.49X 1.573,683 19.23X
X Depreciation in Period 0 0.002 0 0.002
Selling Price 6,529 0.082 -6,530 -0.082
Down Payment X 0 0.002 0 0.00X
Trade-In Allowance 2.253 0.03X -2,253 -0.03X

Book Value of Trade -2.253 -0.03X 2.253 0.03X
Finance Period (Mos.) 0 0.002 0 0.002 i
Simple Interest Rate 2 0 0.002 0 0.002
Resale Value-2 of Sell -3,146 -0.04X 3,145 0.042
Annual Scheduled Hours -1.643.185 -20.08X 1.643.184 20.08X
Availability 2 1,643.000 20.082 0 0.002
Hourly Production -1,693,049 -20 .69X 1.693.049 20.692 9
Fuel Cost per.Unit Volume 17,414 0.21X -17,415 -0.212
Opierator Salary 12,093 0. 15X -12.094 -0. 152
Fuel Consumed per Hour 17,414 0.21X -17.415 -0.212X
Ois, Filters, Grease 3,224 0.042 -3.225 -0.04X
Estimated Tire Life -4,032 -0.052 2.687 0.032
Tire Replacement Cost 3,224 0.04X -3,225 -0.04X

Tnecrae 1 Factor 4.031 0.052 -4.013 -0.02X
'A'rarle TFactor 1,612 0.02X -1,613 -0.02X
-A" Factor 4.631 0.022 -4.6132 -0.022

Basic U/C Factor 7.255 0.09S -7.256 -0.092
Repairs: Extended Life Multiplier 5,038 0.06X -5,039 -0.06X

Basic Repair Factor 5.038 0.06X -5,039 -0.06X
Special Items WET, etc) 1.612 0.02X -1,613 -0.02X21
Debt 2 of' Assets -340,624 -4.16X 364,655 4.46X
Cost ofDebt 2 153,212 1.872 -148,802 -1.822X
Return Oni Equity 2 346,713 4.24X -324.9 18 -3.97X
Availability 1st Year2 & Last YeorX -1,643,185 -20.08X 1,643,184 20.08X

Estimated Inflation 2 (future) -414,187 -5.062 433,699 5.302
Strsigt-Line 2421 000 _______
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

_____________________ 'AFTER-TAX COST PER HOUR VARIATION*
AT$$/1IR AT$$/HR AT$$IHR AT$$/HR

ITEM ___________ $Variationo.8 ZWriatione.8 $Variation* 1.2 3Variationl 1.2

Income Tax Rate X 5.77 15.49X -5.78 - 15.513X
Investment Tax Credit 2 1.47 3.953 -1.47 -3.953
Investment Tax Credit Factor X -028 -0.75X 0.26 0.75X
Resale Tax Rats X -0.11 -0.30X 0.11 0.303
Insurance & Local Tax X -0.17 -0.46X 0.16 0.43X
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate X (prior) -0.22 -0.59X 0.21 0.56X
Revnue per Unit ofProduction 0.00 0.003 0.00 0.00X
Ownership Period (Yrs) -0.42 -1. 133 0.27 0.72X
X Depreciation in Period -0.20 -0.75X 0.26 0.75X
Selling Price -0.13 -0.35X 0.13 0.35X
Down Payment Z 0.10 0.27X -1.10 -2.95X
Trade-in Allowance -0.40 -1.013 0.39 1.053
Book Value of Trade 0.49 1.32X -0.50 -1.34X
Finance Period (Mbs.) -0.32 -0.86X 0.32 0.86S
Simple Interest Rate X -0.33 -0.893 0.33 0.893
Resale value-3or sell 0.42 1.133 -0.43 -1.153
Annual Scheduled Hours 0.03 0.083 -0.03 -0.083
Availability 3 0.03 0.083 -0.03 -0.083
Hourly Production 0.00 0.003 0.00 0.003

*Fuel Cost per UIt Volume -2.60 -6.98X 2.59 6.95X
9 Oerator Salary -1.80 -4.83X 2.72 7.30X

Fuel Consumed per Hour -2.60 -6.96X 2.59 6.95X
Oils, Filters, Grease -0.48 -1.29X 0.48 1.29X
Estimated TiretLife 0.60 1.6 1 -0.40 - 1.07X
Tire RepcemntCost -0.48 -1.29X 0.48 1.29X
Undercarriage: 'I" Factor -0.24 -0.64X 0.24 0.642

'A' Factor -0.24 -0.64X 024 0.640
"Z"Factor -0.60 -1.613X 0.60 1.61X

Basic U/C Factor -1.08 -2.90X 1.58 4.24X
Repairs: Extended Life Mujltiplier -0.75 -2.0 1X 0.75 2.0 13

Basic Repair Factor -0.75 -2.013X 0.75 2.013 X.

Special Items (GET, etc) -024 -0.64X 0.24 0.64X
Debt Xor Assets 0.00 0.003 0.00 0.003
Cost of Debt X 0.00 0.003 0.00 0.003
Return On Equity X 0.00 0.003 0.00 0.003
Availability 1st VearX & Lost YearX 0.00 0.003 0.00 0.003

Estimated Inflation X (ruture) 0.00 0.003 0.92 2.47X
LStraight-L ine 0.00, 0.00S ___ ____
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

___________________ 'AFTWER-TAX COST PER UNIT QUJANTITY VARIATION*
AT$$/UQ AT$"/U AT$$/UO AT$$/JQ

ITEM $Variatione.8 2ariatione.8 $Variatiornel.2 2Variationel1.2

Incomne Tax Rate X 0.02 15.32X -0.02 -15.32X
Inivestm'ent Tax Credit X 0.01 4.03X -0.01 -4.032
Investment Tax Credit Factor 1 0.00 -0.0 12 0.00 0.812
Resale Tax Rate X 0.00 0.002 0.00 0.812
Insurance & Local Tax X 0.00 0.002 0.00 0.812X
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate 2 (prior) 0.00 -0.8 12 0.00 0.812
Revenue per Unit of Production 0.00 0.002 0.00 0.002
Ownership Period (Yrs) 0.00 -0.812X 0.00 0.8 12
X Depreciation in Period 0.00 -0.812 0.00 0.812X
Selling Price 0.00 0.002 0.00 0.812

zDown Payment 2 0.00 0.81X 0.00 0.002 0
Trade-in Allowance 0.00 -0.8 12 0.00 0.8 12
Book Value of Trade 0.00 1.612X 0.00 -0.812
Finance Period (Mos.) 0.00 -0.819 0.00 0.812X
Simple Interest Rate 2 0.00 -0.812 0.00 0.812X
Resale Value-X of Sell 0.00 1.61X 0.00 -0.812X
Annual Scheduled Hours 0.00 0.002 0.00 0.002
Availability 2 0.00 3.232 0.00 0.00X

Hourly Production 0.03 25.002 -0.02 -16.942
5Fuel Cost per Uit Volumne -0.01 -6.45X 0.01 7.26X I

Operator Salary -0.01 -4.84X 0.01 4.842r
Fuel Consumed per Hour -0.01 -6.45X 0.01 7.26X
Ois Filters, Grease 0.00 -0.8 12 0.00 1.612X
Estimated Tire Life 0.00 1.612X 0.00 -0.812X
Tire Replacement Cost 0.00 -0.8 1 0.00 1.612X
Undercarriage: 1"rFactor 0.00 1.61X 0.00 0.812X

'A'factor 0.00 -0.8 12 0.00 0.612
'Z' actor 0.00 -1.61X 0.00 1.612
Basic U/C Factor 0.00 -2.42X 0.00 3.23%

Repairs: Extended LifeMultiplier 0.00 - 1.612X 0.00 2-42X
Basic Repair Factor 0.00 -1.61X 0.00 2.422

Special Items (GET. etc) 0.00 -0.8 1 0.00 0.812X
Debt Xof Assets 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.002
Costof Debt 2 0.00 0.002 OREF I 0.002
Return Oni Equity X 0.00 0.00X 0.00 0.002
Availability 1st YearX & Last YearX 0.00 0.00X 0.00 0.002

--0.12 -100.002X -0.12 -100.002
Estimated inflation 2 (future) 0.00 0.00X 0.00 2.42X
Straight-Line 0.00 0.002 ____
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

___________ ______ TTALVARIATION'
PV AT$$/HR AM$/LJQ0

I TEM - __________ $ TotVariation MTtVariation $ TotVariation

Income Tax Rate X 1,990,736 11.55 0.038
Investment Tax Credit X 11,029 2.94 0.010
Investment rox Credit Factor X 4,025 0.56 0.002
Resale rex Rate X 4,615 0.22 0.00 1
Inswiiince & Local Tax X 2,511 0.33 0.001
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate X (prior) 3,145 0.43 0.002
Revenue per Unit of P-oduction 3.386.098 0.00 0.000

'.Ownership Period (Yrs) 3.168,683 0.69 0.002 '

X Depreciation in Period 0 0.56 0.002
Selling Price 13.059 0.26 0.001
Down Payme~nt X 0 1.20 0.001
rad-In Allowance 4,506 0.79 0.002
Book Value of Trade 4.506 0.99 0.003 1
Finance Period (Mos.) 0 0.64 0.002 .
Simpl1e Interest Rate 2 0 0.66 0.002
Resale Value-% of Sell 6.291 0.85 0.0031 0

Annual Scheduled Hours 3,286,369 0.06 0.000
Availability 9 1,643,000 0.06 0.004

lHourly Prodiuctin 3.366.090 0.00 0.057
Fuel Cost per Unit Volume 34,829 5.19 0.017
Operator Salary 24,187 4.52 0.012
Fuel Consumed per Hour 34,829 5.19 0.017
Oils. Filters, Grease 6,449 0.96 0.003

-~Estimated Tire Life 6,719 1.00 0.003
Tire Replacement Cost 6,449 0.96 0.003
Undercarriage: "I Factor 3,225 0.48 0.001

'A" Factor 3,225 0.48 0.002
'rFactor 8,063 1.20 0.004
Basic U/C Factor 14.511 2.66 0.007

Repairs: Extended LIfe Mltlplier 10.077 1.50 0.005
Basic Repair Factor 10,077 1.50 0.005 *

Special Itoms (GET, etc) 3,22 0.48 0.002
Debt X of Assets 705.279 0.00 0.000 -

Cost of Debt X 302.014 0.00 *RMF
Return On Equity X 671.631 0.00 0.000

Availability 1st Year2 & Last YearX 3,21%.369 0.00 0.000
0 0.00 0.00

Estimated Inflation X (fture) 047,6861 0.921 0,003

Streight-L ine 242 0.00 0.000
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APPENDVIX C (Continued)

'DATA BASE SORT (PVY
Per 20X change

PV PV
ITEM $TotVariatlm %AvgVariation

Revenu per Unit of Production 3,386.098 20.7X
Hourly Production 3,36,098 20.7X
Annual Scheduled Hours 3.286,369 20.12X
Availability 1st Year2 & Last Year2 3,286.369 20.12R
Ownership Period (Yrs) 3.168.683 19.4'
Incame Tax Rate X 1,990,736 12.2X
Availability 2 1.643.000 10.02
Estimated Inflation 2 (future) 847,886 5.2X
Debt 2 of Assets 705,279 4.32
Return Oni Equity X 671,631 4.12
Cost orDebt X 302.014 1.62
Fuel Cost per Unit Volume 34.829 0.22
Fuel Consumed per Hour 34,829 0.22
Op erator Salary 24.187 0.12

-~Basic U/C Factor 14.511 0.12
Selling Price 13.059 0.12
Investment Tax Credit 2 11,029 0. 12
Repairs. Extended Life Multiplier 10,077 0. 12

Basic Repair Factor 10,077 0.12
7" Factor 8,063 0.02

wvEstimated Tire Life 6.7 19 0.02 '

Oils. Filters, 6rease 6,449 0.02
Tire Replacement Cost 6,449 0.02

*Resale Value-2 of Sell 6.291 0.02
Resale Tax Rate X 4,615 0.02
Trade-in Allowance 4,506 0.02
Book Value of Trade 4,506 0.0%
lrreestrnent Tax Credit Factor 2 4,025 0.02
Undercarriage: 'I Factor 3.225 0.02

'A' Fade 3,225 0.02
Special Items W6ET, etc) 3,225 0.02
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate 2 (prior 3,145 0.02
Insiurance & Local Tax 2 2.511 0.02
Straigt-tine 242 0.02
X Depreciation In Period 0 0.02
Down Payment 2 0 0.02
Finance Period (Mos.) 0 0.02
ISimple Interest Rate 2 0 0 02
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APPEND)IX C (Continued) -

____ ______ "DATA BASE SORT (Ar$$/#R)-
- -Per 20% chano

l~MAT$$/HR Ar$*/HR
ITEM_____ $TotVariatio XAvqVariatio

Income Tax Rats X 11.55 15.5x
Fuel Cost per Unit Volume 5.19 7.02
Fuel Consumed per Hour 5.19 7.0%
Operator Salary 4.52 6.1 X
Investment Tax Credit X 2.94 3.9%

Basic U/C Factor 2.66 3.6X
Repairs: Extended Life Mutiplier 1.50 2.0%

Down PaymentX1.0I
'Z Factor 1.20 1.61

Estimated Tire Lire 1.00 1 .3X
Book Value of Trade 0.99 1.3%
Oils, Filters, Grease 0.96 1.3X
Tire Replacement Cost 0.96 1.M
Estimated Inflation X (future) 09 2
Resale Value-Xof Sell 0.85 1.1%
Tradle-In Allowance 0.79 1.1%
Ownership Period (Yrs) 0.69 0.9%
Simple Interest Rate X 0.66 0.9%
Finance Period (Mos.) 0.6 0.9%
Investment Tax Credit Factor X 0.56 0.8%
X Depreciation In Period 0.56 0.8%
Undercarriage: "I' Factor 0.48 0.6X

A Factor 0.48 0.62
e., Special Item (GET,etc) 0.48 0.6X

Resale Inflation Adjuste Rate x (priori 0.43 0.6X
Insuanuce & Local Tax X 0.33 0.4%
Selling Price 0.26 0.3%
Resale Tax Rate X 0.22 0.3X
Annual ScheduledHours 0.06 0. 1%
Availability X 0.06 0.1%
Revenue per Unit of Production 0.00 0.0%
Hourly Production 0.00 0.0%
5Debt Xof Assets 0,00 0.0%
Cost of Debt X 0.00 0.0%
Retun On Equity X 0.00 0.0%
Availability 1st VearX & Last Ysar% 0.00 0.0%

0.00 0.0%
Straight-L ine 0.00 0.0%
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APPENDIX C (Continuied)
I 

-VI

'DATA BASE SORT (AT$$/UOY"
Per 20X ch

AT$$/UO AT$$/UQ
ITEM $TotVariation %AvgVariationn

Hourly Production 0.052 21.0%
Income Tax Rate X 0.038 15.3X
Fuel Cost per Unit Volume 0.017 6.9X
Fuel Cwoned per Hour 0.017 6.9X
Operator Salary 0.0 12 4.5%
lrnvest~mt Tax Credit X 0.0 10 4.0%

Basic U/C Factor 0.007 2.8%
Repairs: Extended Life Multiplier 0.005 2.0%

Basic Repair Factor 0.005 2.0%
.1Availability X 0.004 1.62

7 Factor 0.004 1.6%
Book Value of Trade 0.003 1.2X
Resale Value-X of Sell 0.003 1.2X
Oils, Filters, Grease 0.003 1 .2X
Estimated Tire Life 0.00.3 1 .2%

-. Tire Replacement Cost 0.003 1.2%.
Estimated Inflation X (future) 0.003 1.2X
Investment Tax Credit Factor X 0.002 0.8%
Resale Inflation Adjusted Rate X (prior) 0.002 0.8%
Ownership Period (Yrs) 0.002 0.8%
X Depreciation in Period 0.002 0.8x
Trade-in Allowance 0.002 0.B%
Finance Period (Mos.) 0.002 0.8X
Simple Interest Rate X 0.002 0.8%

WA Factor 0.002 0.8%
Special Items (GET, etc) 0.002 0.5%
Resale Tax Rate X 0.001 0.4X
Insurance & Local Tax 9 0.001 0.4%
Selling Price 0.001 0.4%
Down Payment X 0.001 0.4X
Undercarriage: *1 Factor 0.001 0.4X

*Rev'enue per Unit of Production 0.000 0.0%
Annual Scheduled Hours 0.000 0.0x
Debt Xof Assets 0.000 0.0%
Cost of Debt X 0.000 0.0%
Return Oni Equity X 0.000 0.0x
Availability 1st Year% & Last Yearg 0.000 002x
Straight-tine 0.000 0.0%
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

'TOP TEN DATA FOR GRAPHING' _____

PV Graph PV scaled
I TEM MTtVarlaton Abbreviation tTotVarlatioi

Revenue per Unit of Production 3386096.0 PRev/IJO 5.0
Hourly Production 3366098.0 UW/H 5.0
Anniual Scheduled Hours 3286369.0 Hrs, 4.9
Availability 1st Year% & Last YearX 32U6369.0 YrIyAvalI 4.9
Ownership Period (Yrs) 3168683.0 OwnPer 4.7
income Tax Rate X 1990736.0 TaxRate 3.0
Availability X 1643000.0 AvgAvall 2.4
Estimated Inflation X (future) 847886.0 Futlnfl 1 .3
Debt X of Assets 705279.0 Debt2Eq 1.1
Reurn OnEg ity X _ 671631.O1ROE 1.0

AT$$/HR Graph AT$$/Hr scal
ITEMI $TtVariation Abbreviation SrtVariation

Income Tax Rate X 11.6 TaxRate 9.6
Fuel Cost per Uni t Volume 5.2 FuelCost 4.3
Fuel Conswred we Hour 5.2 FuelCons 4.3
Operator Salary 4.5 OperSal 3.8
Investment Tax Credit X 2.9 ITCX 2.5 -

Basic U/C Factor 2.7 U/C 2.2
* Reirs: Extended Life Multiplier 1.5 ELM 1.3

Basic Repair Factor 1.5 Repair 1.3
Down Payment X 1.2 DownPay 1.0

'r Factor 1.21Z-Factor 1.01

AT$$/UIO Graph AT$ S/UG scal
I TEM M~tVarlatlon Abbreviation $TotVarlaton

Houly Production 0.052 Prod/Hr 13.0
Income Tax Rate X 0.036 TaxRate 9.5
Fuel Cost pe Unit Volume 0.0 17 FuelCost 4.3
Fuel Consumed per Hour 0.0 17 FuelCons 4.3
Operator Salary 0.0 12 OperSal 3.0
Investment Tax Credit X 0.0 10 ITCX 2.5

Basic U/C Factor 0.007 U/C 1 .8
Repairs: Extended Life Multiplier 0.005 ELM 1.3

Basic Repair Factor 0,005 Repair 1 .3
Availability X 0,004 TireCost 1 .0
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